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Vacuum fluctuations are a remarkable prediction of quantum electrodynamics. Ultimately
as a consequence of the uncertainty principle, the electromagnetic field in vacuum under-
goes fluctuations around zero. These quantum fluctuations can give rise to forces between
macroscopic objects, as was first realized by Hendrik Casimir in 1948 [1]. Casimir consid-
ered two perfectly reflecting plates of areaA separated by a distance L at zero temperature







The radiation pressure inside the plates pushes the plates apart, while the radiation pres-
sure outside of the plates pushes them together. The net effect is the Casimir force (1.1).
The force is universal in the sense that it only depends on the speed of light c and the
reduced Planck constant ~, indicating that the Casimir force is a quantum effect mediated
by the electromagnetic field.
The Casimir effect is closely related to the van der Waals forces [2]. The attractive van
der Waals forces can be divided into three different types: The electrostatic force between
two molecules with permanent multipole moments, the Debye force between a molecule
with permanent multipole moment and a molecule with induced multipole moment, and
the London dispersion forces between two non-polar molecules. The quantum theory of
dispersion forces was developed by London in 1930 [3]. London derived an attractive
force that decreases as 1/L6 with the separation L between the molecules. Studying the
stability of colloids, Verwey and Overbeek observed that, at large separations, the London
dispersion force decreases more rapidly than predicted [4]. Casimir and Polder resolved
the discrepancy in 1948. Taking the influence of retardation on the interaction into account,
they showed that the power law of the force changes from 1/L6 at small separations to
1/L7 at large separations [5]. As a preliminary step, they also considered the interaction
between a perfectly conducting plate and an atom. Following a suggestion by Bohr [6],
Casimir found a simple derivation for this setup in terms of zero-point energy. Applying
the same method to two perfectly conducting plates, he obtained his famous formula.
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The Casimir force is the dominant force between neutral non-magnetic materials in the
nanometre to micrometre range. For this reason, a precise knowledge of the Casimir force
is crucial in order to detect possible deviations from the gravitational interaction at sub-
micrometre distances [7–11], and thus to either exclude or to possibly support proposed
mechanisms for a fifth fundamental interaction [12, 13]. Moreover, the Casimir effect is
an observable consequence of vacuum fluctuations in the macroscopic world. As such,
it is linked to the problem of zero-point energy and the cosmological constant problem.
While the observation of type Ia supernovae indicates that the energy density of vacuum
is non-zero [14, 15], the measured and the theoretically estimated values differ by more
than 50 orders of magnitude [16]. From a technological point of view, the Casimir effect
has been shown to play an important role for micro- and nano-electromechanical systems
(MEMS, NEMS) [17, 18]. In these systems, Casimir forces are a source of stiction, causing




Figure 1.1: Sphere of ra-
dius R and plate sepa-
rated by a distance L.
While the Casimir effect has been observed in a number of his-
toric experiments [20], accurate measurements started only in
the late 1990s with the experiments of Lamoreaux [21] and Mo-
hideen [22]. Instead of the plane-plane geometry considered by
Casimir, most modern experiments employ the geometry of a
plane and a sphere in order to avoid the problem of misalign-
ment. The sphere-plane geometry, shown in Fig. 1.1, consists of
a sphere of radius R separated by a distance L from a plane. Ex-
perimentally, a measurable force signal requires the radius R of
the sphere to be much larger than the separation L. Hence, the
aspect ratio R/L used in common experiments is rather large
and typically in the range of 102 to 103. In contrast, the aspect
ratio shown in Fig. 1.1 is only R/L = 4/3, more than two orders of magnitude smaller
than in experiments. One can get an intuitive picture imagining the sphere to be the earth.
Then, the separation used in experiments corresponds to the typical cruising altitude of a
commercial jet.
The plane-sphere geometry is in principle amenable to an exact description in terms of a
multipole expansion [23–25]. The number of multipole moments required in a numerical
calculation of the Casimir force increases linearly with the aspect ratio. Since typically the
numerical effort grows with the third power of the number of the multipole moments,
the numerical evaluation of the Casimir force has been limited to aspect ratios R/L .
100 [26]. For this reason, the analysis of all plane-sphere experiments to this date has relied
exclusively on the heuristic proximity force approximation (PFA) [27]. The PFA assumes
that the Casimir force between a sphere and a plane can be decomposed into contributions
from many small plane-plane segments which are summed up. As the Casimir force is
non-additive [28], this approach can only be approximate. In fact, the corrections to the
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Figure 1.2: The aspect ratio R/L is shown for Casimir experiments involving a sphere
or a spherical lens and a plane or another sphere. The range of aspect ratios, which
became accessible through the numerical approach discussed in this thesis, is marked
in light blue. (Adapted from Ref. [29])
PFA under real experimental conditions have not been known until now.
Fig. 1.2 depicts the aspect ratios R/L for recent experiments [7, 9, 11, 17, 21, 22, 30–44]
measuring the Casimir force or the force gradient between a sphere and a plate. For the
large aspect ratios used in the experiments of Refs. [11, 21, 30], the Casimir interaction has
been measured between a plate and a sphere segment. In two of the experiments, measure-
ments were not performed in the plane-sphere geometry but using two spheres [35, 44].
The smallest aspect ratio is reached by an experiment proposing extremely sensitive mea-
surements of the Casimir force between two spheres by means of optical tweezers [44].
Until very recently, exact computations of the Casimir force have been limited to aspect
ratios R/L . 100, thus most experiments have been out of reach of exact theoretical calcu-
lations. In order to cover the vast majority of experiments, it is necessary to numerically
treat aspect ratios up to R/L . 5000. The area of light blue color in Fig. 1.2 marks the
range of aspect ratios that became accessible through the numerical advances discussed
in this thesis. The very large aspect ratios not yet covered are rather well described by the
proximity force approximation up to corrections typically smaller than one percent.
Precise experiments have reached a level of accuracy that renders the measurements sensi-
tive to the material properties of the sphere and the plate [45]. This has led to the so-called
Drude-plasma controversy. While the materials used in experiments clearly have a fi-
nite dc conductivity, which can be accounted for within the Drude model, the plasma
model with its infinite dc conductivity is in better agreement with most Casimir measure-
ments [9, 10, 39, 40, 42]. Fig. 1.3 shows the Casimir pressure measured in Ref. [9] together
with theoretical predictions using the Drude and the plasma model. The sub-figures show
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LL L
Figure 1.3: Experimental data for the Casimir pressure P as a function of the separation
L are shown including error bars. The lines represent theoretical predictions within
the proximity force approximation. The theoretical results based on the plasma model
(lower, light-grey line) are within experimental error bounds, while the results based
on the Drude model (upper, dark-grey line) clearly deviate from the experimental data.
The figure has been taken from Ref. [9].
the experimental data for different ranges of separation. The Casimir pressure has been
measured for a gold-coated plate and a gold-coated sphere with radius R = 151.3µm.
Clearly, the line corresponding to the Drude model shows a significant deviation from
the experimental data. In fact, based on the experimental data shown in the figure, the
Drude approach has been excluded at a 99.9% confidence level for separations between
210 and 620 nm [9]. A few experiments found agreement with the Drude model [30, 31],
but the results have also been questioned [46, 47]. The controversy also led to a number of
theoretical results. However, there is still no agreement yet, why experiments are in better
agreement with the lossless plasma model.
In this thesis, we study the Casimir effect in the experimentally important geometry of a
plane and a sphere. We focus on the proximity force approximation and corrections to it.
We prove that the PFA provides the correct leading order term when the aspect ratio R/L
becomes large, and establish a connection between the specular-reflection limit of Mie
scattering and the PFA. Our derivation holds for arbitrary materials and temperatures,
in contrast to earlier works that are limited to zero temperature [48–50] or high tempera-
tures [51, 52], or only hold under the assumption that the far side of the sphere does not
contribute [53].
Moreover, we extend the range of numerically accessible aspect ratios to values used in
typical experiments. We compute the Casimir interaction using the scattering approach
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taking the curvature of the sphere fully into account. In the scattering approach, the
Casimir free energy is given as a sum over determinants of the round-trip operator. The
standard definition of the round-trip operator results in ill-conditioned matrices with
matrix elements differing by hundreds of orders of magnitude, rendering a numerical
evaluation extremely difficult. We show that this problem can be eliminated by a sym-
metrization of the round-trip operator. In addition, the symmetrization allows one to eval-
uate the determinants using a state-of-the-art algorithm suited for hierarchical matrices.
This improves the computational complexity and significantly reduces the computational
time, thus enabling us to perform computations for aspect ratios up to R/L ∼ 5000, an
improvement of almost two orders of magnitude compared to the largest aspect ratios
treated so far [26].
The numerical improvements allow us to assess the quality of the proximity force ap-
proximation and compute the corresponding corrections for aspect ratios used in typical
experiments. At zero temperature, we confirm the leading-order correction to the PFA
and numerically obtain the next-to-leading-order correction. It turns out that in contrast
to what is commonly believed in the literature, the next-to-leading-order correction is
proportional to (L/R)3/2. Furthermore, we compare our numerical results with the PFA
for gold at room temperature. We find that the experimental bound for corrections to the
PFA obtained in Ref. [38] is violated for both the plasma and the Drude model. While our
corrections to the PFA for the plasma model lie well outside the experimental bound, the
corresponding corrections based on the Drude model are significantly smaller but still in
violation of the experimental bound for small separations. Moreover, a direct comparison
with experimental data from Ref. [38] reveals a discrepancy between the experimental
results and our numerical data. Surprisingly, the experimental data agree well with the
results obtained within the proximity force approximation, but deviate from the corre-
sponding data obtained using the scattering formula.
The outline of the thesis is as follows: In chapter 2, we study the Casimir effect in the
plane-plane geometry originally considered by Casimir. This allows us to introduce var-
ious theoretical concepts needed throughout the thesis. In particular, we introduce the
scattering approach that allows an exact computation of the Casimir interaction in the
plane-sphere geometry. In chapter 3, we present the derivation of the proximity force ap-
proximation in the limit of small separations. In chapter 4, we derive the matrix elements
of the symmetrized round-trip operator and discuss the efficient evaluation of the determi-
nants of the round-trip matrices using an algorithm suited for hierarchical matrices. After
discussing technical details of the numerical implementation in chapter 5, we compare
our numerical results with the PFA for zero temperature in chapter 6, and for parameters
corresponding to typical experiments in chapter 7. Our results are summarized in chap-
ter 8. Properties and definitions of the spherical harmonics and the associated Legendre




The Casimir effect for two parallel
planes
Although Casimir originally considered the geometry of two parallel planes [1], most ex-
periments measure the Casimir interaction between a sphere and a plate in order to avoid
misalignments. This geometry is in principle amenable to an exact description by the scat-
tering approach [23–25]. However, the numerical evaluation for parameters correspond-
ing to typical experiments is challenging and became feasible only very recently [29, 54].
Experiments are usually analyzed using the proximity force approximation (PFA) [27].
The PFA assumes that the Casimir force can be decomposed into contributions from many
small plane-plane segments that can be integrated over, thereby linking the plane-plane
geometry to arbitrary geometries.
Since the PFA relies on the Casimir interaction in the plane-plane geometry, we study the
Casimir effect in this geometry in this chapter. This also allows us to introduce various
concepts necessary for the treatment of the Casimir effect in the plane-sphere geometry.
We show that the Maxwell equations in vacuum are equivalent to a vector Helmholtz
equation and derive the full solution of the electromagnetic field. After quantization of
the electromagnetic field, it is found that the vacuum exerts a radiation pressure on objects
placed inside the vacuum. We introduce the plane-wave basis which will play an impor-
tant role in the following chapters, derive the translation operator in the plane-wave basis,
and give the reflection coefficients for the scattering at a plane. The reflection coefficients
depend on the dielectric properties of the plane. We present perfect reflectors, the plasma
and the Drude model as simple theoretical models for the dielectric function of metals.
Also, we describe how the dielectric function at imaginary frequencies can be computed
from tabulated optical data. This is important because after a Wick rotation the dielectric
function is evaluated at imaginary frequencies. Then, we derive the Casimir force and
energy between two parallel mirrors by comparing the radiation pressure between the
mirrors with the radiation pressure outside of the mirrors. As an illustration, we study
perfect reflectors and metals described by the plasma and the Drude model at finite and
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zero temperature. We conclude the chapter by introducing the scattering formula that
generalizes the results of the plane-plane geometry to arbitrary geometries.
2.1 Electromagnetic fields in vacuum
In vacuum, without charges and currents, the Maxwell equations are given by [55]
∇ ·E(R, t) = 0, (2.1a)
∇ ·B(R, t) = 0, (2.1b)
∇×E(R, t) = −∂B(R, t)
∂t
, (2.1c)





Here, R = (x, y, z) denotes the position and t the time, E and B stand for the electric and
the magnetic fields, respectively, and c is the speed of light in vacuum. Since the vacuum
is free of charges, the electric and magnetic fields are source-free. The third Maxwell
equation relates a temporal change of the magnetic field to an eddy electric field, and vice
versa for the fourth Maxwell equation.
Throughout this thesis, we use bold upper case letters to denote three dimensional vectors,
and bold lower case letters to denote two dimensional vectors in the x-y plane, e.g., R =
(x, y, z) and r = (x, y, 0).
2.1.1 Potentials and gauge invariance
The electric and the magnetic field in total consist of six vector components. However, not
all components are independent, and it is convenient to rewrite the Maxwell equations
as second order differential equations expressing the electric and the magnetic fields in
terms of a scalar and a vector potential.
Since the magnetic field B is source-free, it can be expressed in terms of the magnetic
vector potential A
B(R, t) = ∇×A(R, t) . (2.2)
The electric field E can be expressed in terms of the electric potential Φ(R, t) and the
vector potential A(R, t)
E(R, t) = −∇Φ(R, t)− ∂A(R, t)
∂t
. (2.3)
By construction, the fields defined in terms of the vector potential A and the electric
potential Φ satisfy Gauss’s law of magnetism (2.1b) and the Maxwell-Faraday equation
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(2.1c). The dynamics of the potentials is then determined by substituting (2.3) into Gauss’s
law (2.1a)
∆Φ(R, t) = − ∂
∂t
∇ ·A(R, t), (2.4)







A(R, t) = ∇
(






The second-order partial differential equations (2.4) and (2.5) completely determine the
dynamics of the potentials. Together with the definition of the potentials A (2.2) and Φ
(2.3), these equations are equivalent to the Maxwell equations (2.1a)–(2.1d).
The potentials A and Φ are invariant under the gauge transformation [55, 56]
A(R, t)→ A′(R, t) = A(R, t) +∇Λ(R, t), (2.6a)
Φ(R, t)→ Φ′(R, t) = Φ(R, t)− ∂
∂t
Λ(R, t), (2.6b)
where Λ is an arbitrary function. In particular, it is always possible to find a function Λ
such that the vector potential fulfills the Coulomb gauge condition
∇ ·A(R, t) = 0 . (2.7)
In the Coulomb gauge, the equation for the electric potential becomes the Laplace equation
∆Φ(R, t) = 0 . (2.8)
The solution is given by Φ = 0 assuming that the potential vanishes at infinity. The







A(R, t) = 0 . (2.9)
2.1.2 Fourier expansion of the vector potential





dωA(R, ω)e−iωt . (2.10)
We use the same symbol A to denote the vector potential in the time and frequency
domain distinguishing the different spaces by the arguments of A. Inserting this repre-
sentation into the wave equation (2.9), we find that in the frequency domain the vector
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A(R, ω) = 0 . (2.11)
In Cartesian coordinates the vector Helmholtz equation reduces to a scalar Helmholtz










where K denotes the wave vector and K = |K|. The delta function has been introduced
in order to fulfill the dispersion relation ω = cK. Due to the choice of the Coulomb gauge,
the divergence of the vector potential vanishes in real space implying that in reciprocal
space the vector potential is perpendicular to the wave vector K
∇ ·A(R, ω) = 0 ⇔ A(K, ω) ·K = 0 . (2.13)
Thus the vector potential A(K, ω) can be spanned by two orthonormal polarization vec-
tors ε̂p that are perpendicular to K.
The full solution in real space and in the time domain can be expanded as a sum over


















where ε0 denotes the vacuum permittivity and ~ is the reduced Planck constant. Here,
ap(K, ω) corresponds to an expansion coefficient and the square root has been introduced
so that after quantization the expansion coefficients obey simple commutation rules. The
integration over ω yields two contributions for ω = ±cK. From now on, we denote by ω
the positive frequency satisfying the dispersion relation ω ≡ cK. After integration over
























denotes the summation over all field modes. The vector potential has been chosen real to
ensure that the electric and magnetic fields are real. From the definitions of the potentials
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(2.4) and (2.5) the electric and magnetic fields are found to read
























We have expanded the vector potential (2.15), the electric field (2.17a), and the magnetic
field (2.17b) in a Fourier series. Each mode is characterized by the wave vector K and
the polarization p, and arbitrary solutions can be constructed by a superposition of field
modes. The electromagnetic field in vacuum has two independent degrees of freedom
per mode [56], and the electric field E, the magnetic field B, and the wave vector K are
mutually orthogonal.
2.1.3 Zero-point fluctuations
In quantum field theory, the expansion coefficients a∗m and am become creation and anni-






= (2π)3δ(K−K′)δpp′ , (2.18a)






= 0 . (2.18b)
After promoting the Fourier coefficients to operators, the electromagnetic field is described
as a set of infinite harmonic oscillators, one for each field mode. The vacuum state is the
ground state |0〉 of the electromagnetic field with no photons. While the expectation values
of the electric and magnetic fields in vacuum vanish
〈0 |E | 0〉 = 〈0 |B | 0〉 = 0, (2.19)


















As a consequence, in contrast to classical electrodynamics, the energy density in vacuum
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The radiation pressure on plane mirrors perpendicular to the z-axis is given by the com-















where θ denotes the angle of incidence. This expression almost coincides with the energy
density (2.21). The factor cos2 θ well-known in studies of radiation pressure arises, because
the normal component of the linear momentum imparted to the plate is proportional to
cos θ, and the element of area is increased by 1/ cos θ [57].
Historically, probably the first to come across zero-point energy was Max Planck in 1911 [58–
61]. While working on the problem of black body radiation, he found the formula
E =
~ω




for the average energy of an harmonic oscillator in thermal equilibrium at temperature
T . Here, kB denotes the Boltzmann constant. As pointed out by Einstein and Stern in
1913 [62], the zero-point energy exactly cancels a temperature-independent correction to
the equipartition theorem in the classical limit kBT  ~ω









In this way, the zero-point energy renders the high-temperature limit as classical as possi-
ble [60]. In their work [62], Einstein and Stern concluded that the existence of zero-point
energy is probable. However, in the very same year, Einstein changed his mind writing
in a letter to Ehrenfest that zero-point energy is “dead as a doornail” [59].
While Planck’s theory solved the problem of the ultraviolet catastrophe of the Rayleigh-
Jeans law and was in perfect agreement with experiments on black body radiation, his
formula (2.23) and the advent of quantum mechanics and quantum electrodynamics in-
troduced the problem of a divergent zero-point energy. Commonly, divergent terms in
quantum field theories are removed using techniques of renormalization. The success
of these techniques led some physicists to doubt the reality of zero-point energy, most
famously summed up by Wolfang Pauli’s Nobel lecture [63]:
“It is clear that this zero-point energy has no physical reality, for instance it is
not the source of a gravitational field.”
Already at that time, however, experiments on the behavior of helium at very low tem-
peratures [64, 65] and molecular vibrations [66] supported zero-point energy. Moreover,
the experimental discovery of the Lamb shift in 1947 [67] and the Casimir effect theoreti-
cally predicted in 1948 [1] are typically regarded as evidence of the reality of zero-point
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energy. The interpretation of the Casimir effect caused by zero-point energy is, however,
not undisputed [68].
Pauli’s argument that zero-point energy should cause gravitational effects is indisputable.
While the observation of type Ia supernovae indicates that the energy density of vacuum
is non-zero [14, 15], the measured and the theoretically estimated value differ by many










where ωmax is a cutoff frequency. If the cutoff is chosen at the Planck energy, the estimated
value of the vacuum energy differs from the measured value by about 121 orders of
magnitude. While a more elaborate estimate finds only a mismatch of about 54 orders
of magnitude [16], the discrepancy between theory and experiment is still tremendous.
Setting the cutoff to match the experimentally measured energy density suggests that
gravity might be modified for distances smaller than 85µm [69]. As the Casimir effect
is the dominant force between neutral bodies at micron and sub-micron distances, it
plays an important role in the search for modifications of the gravitational law at small
separations [7–11, 13].
2.2 The plane-wave basis
The scattering formula that will be introduced at the end of this chapter, expresses the
Casimir interaction energy between two arbitrary objects in terms of scattering operators.
In this section, we introduce the plane-wave basis which is a suitable basis to express
these operators. In particular, we derive the proximity force approximation using the
scattering formula evaluated in the plane-wave basis in chapter 3. Moreover, we employ
the plane-wave basis as an intermediate basis in chapter 4 to derive the matrix elements
of the round-trip operator in the multipole basis for the plane-sphere geometry.
In subsection 2.1.2, we found that the electric field allows an expansion by means of the














where we set αp(K) ≡ i(~ω/2ε0)1/2am for convenience. We will study the Casimir effect
in the geometry of two parallel planes and the geometry of a sphere above a plane. Both
geometries involve a reflection at a plane that is parallel to the x-y plane. The reflection
at the plane is preferably described by plane waves with transverse electric (TE) and
transverse magnetic (TM) polarization. Transverse electric modes have no electric field in
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z-direction, transverse magnetic modes have no magnetic field in z-direction. Denoting
unit vectors by a hat, we choose the basis vectors for transverse electric and transverse
magnetic modes as















Moreover, both configurations are time-independent, implying that the frequency is con-
served during scattering processes. For this reason, it is convenient to fix the frequency
ω by means of the dispersion relation ω = cK. It is then sufficient to give the projection
k = (Kx,Ky, 0) of the wave vector K onto the x-y plane. The z-component of the wave
vector is uniquely determined by







where φ denotes the direction of propagation in the z-direction. The positive sign φ = +1
denotes a wave propagating upwards, whereas φ = −1 refers to a wave propagating in
























where the factor ω/(c2kz) corresponds to the Jacobian.
The expansion (2.29) contains only propagating modes described by real wave vectors. In
vacuum, imaginary wave vectors cannot exist since they lead to diverging fields which
are unphysical. However, the situation changes when scattering objects are placed inside
the vacuum. Then, besides propagating waves, evanescent waves described by imaginary
wave vectors can also exist and need to be taken into account [70]. Due to the rotational
symmetry about the z-axis, the transverse components kx, ky of the wave vector remain
real to avoid diverging fields. In contrast, the z-component of the wave vector may become
imaginary. From (2.28) we find that frequencies ω ≥ c|k| correspond to propagative modes
with kz real, while frequencies 0 ≤ ω < c|k| represent evanescent waves with kz purely
imaginary. In order to include evanescent modes, we change the lower integration limit
in (2.29) to 0.




















α̃p,φ(ω,k) 〈x, y, z|ω,k, p, φ〉 . (2.31)
This is the angular spectral representation of the plane-wave basis [71]. The basis elements
are expressed as |ω,k, p, φ〉, and in position space they are given by










where r = (x, y, 0).
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where k = |k|. Within the scattering approach, the Casimir free energy is usually ex-
pressed in terms of imaginary frequencies ω = iξ, ξ ∈ R. For imaginary frequencies, the
z-component of the wave vector becomes purely imaginary and it is convenient to define





+ k2 . (2.35)
The polar angle θφk also becomes imaginary
sin θφk = −i
ck
ξ




while the expressions for the azimuth angle ϕk remain unchanged.
2.3 The translation operator
In the scattering approach the central object is the round-trip operator. Typically, the
round-trip operator consists among others of translation operators. Evaluating the basis
functions of the plane-wave basis in position space at R + aêz
〈R + aêz|ω,k, p, φ〉 = eiφkza 〈R|ω,k, p, φ〉 , (2.37)

























Figure 2.1: Scattering of plane-waves with (a) TE and (b) TM polarization at an inter-
face between vacuum and a homogeneous medium. During the reflection, the wave
vector projection k, the polarization p, and the frequency ω are preserved, while the di-
rection of propagation changes. The reflection coefficients rp correspond to the Fresnel
coefficients. The subscripts in, ref , and trans denote incident, reflected, and transmitted
fields. (adapted from [55])
we find that a translation along the z-axis is diagonal in the plane-wave basis. The trans-
lation operator implementing the translation from z to z + a is described by
T (a) |ω,k, p, φ〉 = eiφkza |ω,k, p, φ〉 . (2.38)
For imaginary frequencies, this becomes
T (a) |ξ,k, p, φ〉 = e−φκa |ξ,k, p, φ〉 . (2.39)
2.4 Scattering at a plane
The Casimir effect in the geometries of two parallel planes and a sphere above a plane
both involve the scattering at a planar surface. We consider the interface of vacuum and
a homogeneous medium separated by the plane z = 0 with vacuum for z < 0. For sim-
plicity, we restrict ourselves to non-magnetic media described by the dielectric function
ε(ω). The plane-wave basis is well adapted for this situation: As the angle of incidence
is equal to the angle of reflection, the projection of the wave vector onto the x-y plane
is conserved, i.e., incident and reflected plane waves are described by the same vector k.
Moreover, the frequency ω and the polarization p = {TE,TM} are also conserved dur-
ing the reflection, while the direction of propagation changes. The reflection operatorRP
acting on an element of the plane-wave basis yields
RP |ω,k, p,+〉 = rp |ω,k, p,−〉 , (2.40)
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ε(ω) cos θk −
√
ε(ω)− sin2 θk




The scattering is depicted in Fig. 2.1. If the z-axis is flipped, i.e., vacuum for z > 0 and
medium for z < 0, (2.40) becomes
RP |ω,k, p,−〉 = rp |ω,k, p,+〉 . (2.42)




c2κ2 + ξ2 [ε(iξ)− 1]
cκ+
√





c2κ2 + ξ2 [ε(iξ)− 1]
ε(iξ)cκ+
√
c2κ2 + ξ2 [ε(iξ)− 1]
, (2.43b)
and the dielectric function is evaluated at the imaginary axis. Here, we have used (2.36)
to express sine and cosine in terms of ξ, k, and κ.
2.5 The plasma and Drude model
Within linear response theory, the interaction of the metal with electromagnetic radiation is
described by the dielectric function ε(ω). Assuming that metals reflect radiation perfectly
for all frequencies ω and do not absorb or transmit any radiation, the dielectric function
is given by ε(ω) → −∞. Metals described by this dielectric function are called perfect
reflectors. For perfect reflectors the Fresnel coefficients are given by
rPRTM = 1, r
PR
TE = −1, (2.44)
and they are independent of the frequency and the wave vector.
The optical properties of metals at high frequencies are better described by the plasma
model with the relative permittivity





where ωP denotes the plasma frequency. The plasma model assumes that the conducting
electrons move freely within the metal while the ion cores are static. Up to frequencies of
the order of the plasma frequency ωP, metals are good reflectors. For frequencies higher
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Figure 2.2: Relative permittivity ε(iξ) as a function of the imaginary frequency ξ for
the Drude model (solid line) and the plasma model (dashed line). The parameters
~ωP = 9 eV and ~γ = 35 meV correspond to typical values of gold. The dotted lines
denote the plasma frequency ωP and the relaxation frequency γ.
than the plasma frequency, the inertia of the electrons is too large for them to follow the
electric field and the material becomes transparent. The relative permittivity is connected
to the conductivity σ(ω) by




For the plasma model the conductivity diverges like 1/ω for small frequencies, yielding
an infinite dc conductivity. Therefore, the plasma model cannot be regarded as a good
description of metals at low frequencies.
The simplest model predicting a finite dc conductivity is the Drude model





The Drude model assumes that the conducting electrons achieve thermal equilibrium by
scattering with the ion cores, thus introducing the relaxation frequency γ. Setting γ = 0 the
plasma model is recovered. For metals the relaxation frequency is typically much smaller
than the plasma frequency. For instance, the plasma frequency of gold is ~ωP ≈ 9 eV and
the relaxation frequency is ~γ ≈ 35 meV [72]. Both values depend on the preparation of
the gold sample and thus vary from one reference to another.
For imaginary frequencies the plasma and the Drude model become
εplasma(iξ) = 1 +
ω2P
ξ2
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In Fig. 2.2 the relative permittivity for imaginary frequencies is shown for the Drude
and the plasma model using typical parameters of gold. For frequencies ξ & ωP the
relative permittivity approaches 1 and the metal becomes transparent in both models. For
frequencies smaller than the relaxation frequencies ξ . γ, the dielectric functions of the
Drude and the plasma model start deviating. While the dielectric function of the plasma
model diverges like ω2P/ξ
2 for small frequencies, the dielectric function of the Drude model
diverges likes ω2P/γξ. The different behavior of both models for small frequencies has
severe consequences for the Fresnel coefficient for TE polarization [73]. While in the
Drude model the Fresnel coefficient for TE polarization vanishes
rDrudeTE (0, k) = 0, (2.49)
the plasma model yields the finite value
r
plasma








Evidently, the limits ξ → 0 and γ → 0 do not commute, and there is no continuous
transition from the Drude model to the plasma model [74]. As a consequence, both the
Casimir force and the Casimir free energy differ in the high-temperature limit by a factor
of 2 for the Drude and the plasma model. For a more extensive discussion whether or
not the transverse electric mode for ξ → 0 contributes, see for example Refs. [75, 76]. The
Fresnel coefficient rTM tends to 1 in the limit ξ → 0 for both the plasma and the Drude
model.
Since the plasma model predicts an infinite dc conductivity, it cannot be regarded as a
good model for metals at low frequencies. Surprisingly, most experiments are in better
agreement with the lossless plasma model than with the Drude model [9, 10, 39, 40, 42].
A few experiments found agreement with the Drude model [30, 31, 77], but the results
have also been questioned [46, 47]. This puzzle is also known as the Drude vs plasma
controversy, and we will discuss it in more detail in chapter 7.
2.6 The dielectric function from optical data
Precise measurements of the Casimir force are carried out using metallic surfaces. The
dielectric function of metals starts deviating from the Drude model once interband transi-
tions are reached. An adequate comparison between theory and experiment thus requires
the use of tabulated experimental data of the dielectric function. While in experiments the
dielectric function is measured for real frequencies, the Casimir energy in the scattering
approach is commonly evaluated at imaginary frequencies. Here, we derive a relation
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between the dielectric function at imaginary frequencies and the imaginary part of the
dielectric function at real frequencies. The general idea is discussed in Ref. [72], a detailed
analysis of the dependence of the optical properties on the method of preparation and the
variation of the Casimir force when using different optical data can be found in Ref. [78].
As the dielectric function ε(t) is real in the time domain, it obeys the symmetry ε(−ω) =
ε∗(ω) in the frequency domain, and the real part ε′(ω) of the dielectric function is an even
function, while the imaginary part ε′′(ω) is an odd function. The dielectric function at the












= iπ [ε(iω)− 1] , (2.51)
where the integration contour C is the real axis closed by a half-circle in the upper half
plane. Due to high-frequency transparency, the half-circle does not contribute to the inte-
gral. Since ε′(x)− 1 is an even function, only the imaginary part ε′′(x) contributes to the
integral and the dielectric function ε(iω) at the imaginary axis can be computed from the
imaginary part of ε′′(ω)








Experimental data for the imaginary part ε′′(ω) of the dielectric function are only available
in a finite interval ωmin ≤ ω ≤ ωmax. We split up the integral (2.52) in three contributions
























x2 + ω2︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡ε3
. (2.53)
As ~ωmax ' 104 eV and ε′′(ωmax) ' 5×10−6, the contribution from ε3 is negligible. The inte-
gral ε2 can be evaluated using numerical quadrature. Typically, many points are available
in this domain such that the integration causes no problems. Since no data are available
for frequencies ω < ωmin, the computation of ε1 relies on an extrapolation of the optical
data. Using the Drude model
























The value of ε1 depends sensitively on the value of the plasma frequency.
A metal commonly used in Casimir measurements is gold. The imaginary part ε′′(ω) of
gold measured by Olmon et al. [80], Werner et al. [82], Brändli et al. [81], and the handbook
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Drude (h̄ωp = 9 eV, h̄γ = 35meV)
Figure 2.3: Imaginary part of the dielectric function ε(ω) for the data of Palik [79], and
the experiments by Olmon et al. (EV; evaporated gold samples) [80], Brändli et al. [81],
and Werner et al. [82]. The full line corresponds to the imaginary part of the Drude
model (2.54).
data edited by Palik [79] is shown in Fig. 2.3 as a function of the frequency ω. The full line
corresponds to the Drude model (2.54) with plasma frequency ~ωP = 9 eV and relaxation
frequency ~γ = 35 meV. The Drude model is a reasonable fit of the data up to frequencies
~ω ∼ 1 eV, at higher frequencies interband transitions become important.
Fig. 2.4 depicts the dielectric function evaluated at imaginary frequencies obtained from
Palik’s handbook data [79]. For the extrapolation to small frequencies the Drude model
with parameters ~ωP = 9 eV and ~γ = 35 meV has been used. The full line corresponds
to the dielectric function at imaginary frequencies, the dashed and dash-dotted lines rep-
resent the contributions from ε1 and ε2, respectively. Up to ~ω . 3 eV, the dominant con-
tribution comes from the extrapolation of the optical data using the Drude model. Since
ε1 sensitively depends on ωP, it is important to determine the plasma frequency with
high accuracy. Unfortunately, depending on the set of optical data, different values for the
plasma frequency have been found: For the handbook data of Palik [79], the authors of
Ref. [72] found ~ωP = 9 eV using estimates from solid state physics, while Pirozhenko et
al. [78] obtained ~ωP = 7.5 eV by fitting the available infrared data for the real and imagi-
nary part of the dielectric function. The plasma frequency obtained by Olmon et al. [80]
depends on the method of preparation and ranges from 8.1 to 8.8 eV. Svetovoy et al. [83]
also found that the plasma frequency depends on preparation with ~ωP varying from 6.8
to 8.4 eV. As a consequence, the Casimir force for gold surfaces at room temperature may
vary up to about 5% at distances L ∼ 100 nm depending on the optical data used [78].
For this reason, a precise comparison between theory and experiment requires the gold
samples to be prepared under well-defined conditions, and a measurement of the plasma
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Figure 2.4: Dielectric function for imaginary frequencies obtained from Palik’s hand-
book data [79]. For the extrapolation to low frequencies the plasma frequency ~ωP =
9 eV and the relaxation frequency ~γ = 35 meV have been used. The full line cor-
responds to the dielectric function, the dashed and dash-dotted lines represent the
contributions from ε1 and ε2 in (2.53).
frequency.
In order to decrease the contribution of ε1, it was proposed to alter the Kramers-Kronig
relations by a window function f(x) [84, 85]. More precisely, using the same derivation as
before for f(x)[ε(x)− 1], one finds







Im {f(x) [ε(x)− 1]} . (2.56)
The window function f(x) can now be chosen in such a way that it suppresses the con-
tribution of ε1. This method has been used in the analysis of a recent experiment [39].
However, it has been criticized that the use of a window function may amplify experi-
mental errors in the optical data [86].
2.7 The plane-plane geometry
We will now consider the geometry of two parallel and infinite mirrors in vacuum that
are separated by a distance L. For this geometry, Casimir found in 1948 an attractive force
for perfect reflectors at zero temperature [1]. Casimir’s result was then generalized by
Lifshitz to finite temperature and arbitrary dielectric materials [87]. The first experimen-
tal measurement of the Casimir force between two parallel mirrors was performed by
Sparnaay in 1958 [88]. Due to large systematic errors and electrostatic forces, the accuracy
of this experiment was poor, and Sparnaay concluded that his results “do not contradict
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Casimir’s prediction” [88]. In 2002 Bressi et al. were able to measure the Casimir force in
the plane-plane geometry in the 0.5–3.0µm range with 15% precision [89].
Apart from these remarkable experiments, most other experiments adopt the geometry of
a plane and a sphere to avoid misalignments between the two plates. Experimental results
are compared with theory using the proximity force approximation that we will introduce
in the next chapter. The approximation links the Casimir free interaction energy in the
plane-plane geometry with the Casimir force in the plane-sphere geometry. Therefore,
within the proximity force approximation, the computation of the Casimir force in the
plane-sphere geometry relies on the formula for the geometry of two parallel planes.
We first derive the Casimir force between the two mirrors by comparing the vacuum
pressure inside and outside the cavity. We then discuss the Casimir interaction for perfect
reflectors, and metals described by the plasma and the Drude model. While the plasma
and the Drude model yield significant deviations from the results for perfect reflectors for
distances comparable or smaller than the plasma wavelength λP = 2πc/ωP, the difference
between the Drude and the plasma model at zero temperature is small. However, at finite
temperature this is no longer true and the Casimir free energy at high temperatures differs
by up to a factor of 2 for the two models.






Figure 2.5: plane-plane geometry
We consider two parallel mirrors in vacuum separated by
a distance L forming a Fabry-Pérot cavity as sketched in
Fig. 2.5. The coordinate system is chosen in such a way
that both mirrors are parallel to the x-y plane. We label
the upper mirror with 2, and the lower mirror with 1. In
the following, we follow the derivations given in Refs. [23,
70, 76, 90].
The radiation pressure at temperature T outside of the cavity is given by the mean radia-
tion pressure in vacuum





C(ω) cos2 θφk (2.57)
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For zero temperature, C(ω) = 1 and therefore we recover (2.22). Inside the cavity, the
vacuum pressure is altered by the Airy function gp [70]






2 θφk . (2.59)
The Airy function
gp(ω,k) = 1 + fp(ω,k) + f
∗
p (ω,k) (2.60)
corresponds to the ratio of energy inside the cavity to energy outside the cavity for a given















where the superscripts indicate the plane for which the Fresnel coefficient has to be taken.
The open-loop function describes a complete round trip of an electromagnetic wave in
the cavity.
The pressure acting on the mirrors is now merely the difference of the radiation pressure
Pcav inside the cavity and the radiation pressure Pvac outside the cavity
















The sign is chosen such that an attractive force corresponds to a negative pressure. Modes
with gp > 1 correspond to repelling contributions to the pressure P , and modes with
gp < 1 represent attracting contributions. As in the derivation of the plane-wave basis,
it is convenient to express the summation over propagative and evanescent modes as




















2.7.2 The Lifshitz formula
As the Airy function (2.60) is a causal function, the closed-loop function obeys fp(−ω,k) =
−f∗p (ω,k). For real frequencies, the cotangent is an odd function and C(−ω) = −C(ω).
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(a)
Re z = ω




Re z = ω
Im z = ξ
C
TE
Figure 2.6: Integration contour C and positions of the poles for the integrand (2.66) for
(a) TM and (b) TE polarization. Red crosses correspond to the poles of the cotangent.
For TE polarization, the pole of C(z) at z = 0 is removed by the Fresnel coefficient rTE.
Due to high-frequency transparency, the half-circles yield no contribution.
Choosing the definition of the square root such that kz(−ω) = −k∗z(ω), the integration












We now extend the integration to the complex plane by closing the integration contour
with an infinite half-circle in the upper half of the complex plane as depicted in Fig. 2.6.
The half-circle gives no contribution due to high-frequency transparency of the mirrors.












The functions fp and kz are analytic in the upper half of the complex plane, and the




, n ∈ Z . (2.67)
Assuming metallic mirrors with finite dc conductivity, the Fresnel coefficient for TE po-
larization vanishes for ξ → 0, thereby removing the pole of C(z) at z = 0. The positions
of the poles of the integrand of (2.66) for TM and TE polarization are depicted in Fig. 2.6.
The Casimir pressure can now be written as a sum over Matsubara frequencies. Due to
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Noting that the Fresnel coefficient for TE polarization vanishes for ξ = 0, we can add















1− r(1)p r(2)p e−2κL
. (2.69)
The primed sum is used frequently in the Casimir community to indicate that the term





























1− r(1)p r(2)p e−2κL
, (2.71)
where the Fresnel coefficients are evaluated at r(j)p = r
(j)
p (i|ξn|, k). By means of the ther-















1− r(1)p r(2)p e−2κL
)
. (2.72)
It is convenient to evaluate the integral in (2.72) in polar coordinates. Due to the rotational
symmetry around the z-axis, the integrand does not depend on the polar angle and the















1− r(1)p (i|ξn|, k)r(2)p (i|ξ|, k)e−2κL
]
. (2.73)
Eq. (2.73) gives the Casimir free interaction energy per area for real materials described
by their dielectric functions. The expression is valid under the assumptions that the area
of the plates is large compared to the squared separation, A L2, and that the width of
the plates is thicker than a few plasma wavelengths.
For the sake of simplicity, in the following we assume that both plates have the same
dielectric properties so that the reflection can be described by the same Fresnel coefficients.
2.7.3 Perfect reflectors
For perfect reflectors the Fresnel coefficients are given by rTM = −rTE = 1. As only the
square of the Fresnel coefficients enter the Lifshitz formula, both polarizations yield the
same contribution to the free energy. Evaluating the integration over κ, the free energy
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Figure 2.7: Casimir free energy per area as a function of the separation L of the two
plates for perfect reflectors. The solid line corresponds to room temperature T = 300 K,
the dashed line and the dash-dotted line denote the zero temperature limit (2.77) and





















where Lis(z) denotes the polylogarithm of order s and argument z [91, §25.12]. For low
temperatures 2πL λT , where λT = ~c/kBT denotes the thermal wavelength, the sum-











At room temperature λT ' 7.6µm and thus thermal corrections become important at



















This integral yields π4/45 and we find Casimir’s famous result for two parallel, perfectly
conducting mirrors at zero temperature [1]
FPR
A
= − ~c π
2
720L3
for 2πL λT . (2.77)
In the opposite limit of high temperatures 2πL λT , the argument of the polylogarithms
in (2.74) becomes small and the dominant contribution comes from the Matsubara fre-
quency ξ0 = 0. Since the polylogarithm Lis(z) reduces to the Riemann zeta function for
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for 2πL λT (2.78)
with Apéry’s constant ζ(3) ≈ 1.2020569.
Fig. 2.7 shows the Casimir free energy per area as a function of the separation L at room
temperature T = 300 K. As small separations correspond to low temperatures, Casimir’s
original formula (2.77) is recovered for small separations. With increasing separation the
power law of the Casimir free energy undergoes a change from L−3 to L−2.
2.7.4 Plasma and Drude model
We will now study the influence of finite conductivity and dissipation on the Casimir en-
ergy. At zero temperature the deviation of the Drude and the plasma model from the case
of perfect reflectors depends only on the ratio of the separation L and the plasma wave-
length λP = 2πc/ωP. For gold the plasma wavelength is λP ' 138 nm. For separations L
much larger than the plasma wavelength λP, the expression (2.77) for perfect reflectors is
recovered. This can be seen from the Lifshitz formula (2.73): Due to the exponential factor,
the main contribution to the integral comes from values ξ/c . κ . 1/L. This means that
the main contributions come from frequencies ξ ∼ c/L. As metals are good reflectors for
frequencies much smaller than the plasma wavelength ωP, the case of perfect reflectors is
recovered for L λP.
Fig. 2.8a shows the deviation of the free energy from the case of perfect reflectors at
T = 0 for the Drude and the plasma model. The curves for the Drude and the plasma
model are rather close and dissipation has only a small effect. As expected, for separations
much larger than the plasma wavelength the ratio tends to 1. For separations of the order
of the plasma wavelength or smaller there is a considerable reduction of the Casimir

























' 1.19334405 . (2.80)
In contrast, for high temperatures the Drude and the plasma model differ up to a factor of
2 [73]. For 2πL λT the dominant contribution to the free energy comes from the zeroth
Matsubara frequency. In the Drude model, the Fresnel coefficient for TE polarization
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Figure 2.8: (a) Reduction factor for the plasma and the Drude model as a function of
L/λP at zero temperature. The dash-dotted line corresponds to (2.79). (b) Free energy
normalized by the ideal Casimir result (2.77) for the plasma model (P, upper curve)
and the Drude model (D, lower curve) at room temperature T = 300 K. The dashed
lines correspond to the limit L  λP, λT for the plasma model (2.79), and the high
temperature limits for the Drude (2.81) and the plasma model (2.82). The parameters
for the optical models correspond to gold (~ωP = 9 eV, ~γ = 35 meV). Vertical lines
depict the values of the plasma wavelength λP and the thermal wavelength λT .
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(2.82) for L λP
Table 2.1: Analytical limits of the free energy per area F/A in the plane-plane geometry
for perfect reflectors, Drude and plasma model.





for 2πL λT . (2.81)
In the plasma model, however, the TE Fresnel coefficient yields a finite contribution for
ξ → 0. For separations much larger than the plasma wavelength, rTE becomes −1 and the





for 2πL λT and L λP . (2.82)
The analytical limits for the different models are summarized in Tab. 2.1.
The free energy normalized by the zero-temperature limit for perfect reflectors (2.77) is
presented for the Drude and the plasma model in Fig. 2.8b. The parameters of the plasma
and Drude model correspond to gold, and the temperature is T = 300 K. For separations
smaller than the plasma wavelength L . λP ' 138 nm, the curves for the Drude and the
plasma model coincide and both models are in good agreement. At larger separations, the
curves start deviating due to the finite dc conductivity in the Drude model. The difference
increases and becomes a factor of 2 in the high-temperature limit. Due to imperfect re-
flection, the Casimir free energy is decreased with respect to the idealized Casimir energy
(2.77) for separations L . 1µm, while it is increased for larger separations due to the
contribution of thermal photons. The dashed lines correspond to the limit L  λP, λT
of the plasma model (2.79), and the high-temperature limits for the Drude (2.81) and the
plasma model (2.82).
2.8 The scattering formula















1− r(1)p r(2)p e−2κL
)
(2.83)
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to objects of arbitrary shape. In the derivation of the Lifshitz formula, we have assumed
that the area A of the plates is infinite. In fact, the expression holds, provided that the area
of the plates is much larger than the separation,A L2. Using virtual quantization boxes,
the integration over the projection of the wave vector can be expressed as an adimensional
















This replacement is valid in the continuum limit Lx, Ly → ∞ since the summation over












1− r(1)p e−κLr(2)p e−κL
)
. (2.85)
The key insight now is that the summation over polarization p and the wave vector projec-






tr log [1−M(|ξn|)] . (2.86)
Here, the round-trip operator
M = R2T21R1T12 (2.87)
is the generalization of the open-loop function ρp(iξ,k) to non-specular reflection. The
operator T21 describes a translation from the reference frame of object 1 to object 2, and vice
versa for T12. The operators R1 and R2 denote the reflection operators at object 1 and 2,
respectively. The round-trip operator describes a complete round-trip of electromagnetic
waves between the two objects. Reading from right to left, the round trip starts with a
translation from the frame of reference of object 2 to the frame of reference of object 1, a
reflection at object 1, and a translation back to the reference frame of object 2. The loop is
closed by a reflection at object 2.
For the plane-plane geometry, the round trip of electromagnetic waves between the two
planes is sketched in Fig. 2.9. Each reflection operator introduces a Fresnel coefficient rp
and the two translation operators together yield the exponential e−2κL. For more general
setups, the reflection operators are typically no longer diagonal and the translation and
reflection operators do not commute. Due to the trace, the free energy is invariant under
cyclic permutations of the operators in the round-trip operatorM.
The scattering formula (2.86) provides an exact expression for the Casimir free interaction
energy of arbitrary materials and geometries at zero and finite temperatures. The expres-
sion is valid in thermal equilibrium even if one or both objects, or the medium in between
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Figure 2.9: A complete round trip in the plane-plane geometry: The reflection operators
R1 andR2 both introduce a Fresnel coefficient rp, the translation operators T21 and T12
each yield an exponential factor e−κL.
are dissipative [92]. Thermal equilibrium means that the fluctuations of the electromag-
netic fields, of the electrons, the phonons, or any other loss mechanism correspond to the
same temperature [23, 70].
In the following chapters, we will make use of the scattering formula (2.86) to describe
the more complicated geometry of a sphere above a plane. In the next chapter, we present
the proximity force approximation that links the Casimir energy in the plane-plane geom-
etry to the Casimir force in the plane-sphere geometry. In the subsequent chapters, we
numerically evaluate the scattering formula in the plane-sphere geometry and compare
the proximity force approximation with numerical results.
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Figure 3.1: Sphere of radius R and
plate separated by a distance L with
center-to-plate distance L ≡ L+R.
In order to avoid misalignments, experiments typ-
ically measure the Casimir interaction between a
sphere and a plate. We denote the radius of the sphere
by R and the separation of closest approach by L,
as shown in Fig. 3.1. In principle, the scattering ap-
proach [23–25] introduced in the last chapter allows
for an exact computation of the Casimir interaction
in this geometry. However, as the numerical evalu-
ation is challenging, all experiments reported in the
literature so far use the proximity force approxima-
tion (PFA) [27] for comparison with theory. The PFA,
also known as Derjaguin approximation, is also em-
ployed in surface science [93], in the comparison with
experimental results for the van der Waals interaction
between spherical colloids [94, 95], and in the study
of internuclear forces [96].
The validity of the PFA in the plane-sphere geometry was shown at zero temperature for
a scalar field [97, 98], for perfect reflectors [48, 49], and for real metals [50]. In all cases,
the scattering formula was evaluated using suitable asymptotic expansions for various
special functions. In the limit of high temperatures, the Casimir energy for Drude metals
was derived analytically using bispherical multipoles, and the leading order term of the
PFA coincides with the leading order term of the exact result [51]. Recently, a similar
derivation showed that also for perfect reflectors the leading order is in agreement with
the PFA in the high temperature limit [52]. Despite all those results, the validity of the
PFA in the plane-sphere geometry has not been shown in general for the plane-sphere
geometry.
The connection between the PFA and the scattering approach was first studied in the
context of roughness corrections. The second-order roughness correction to the Casimir
energy for two parallel metallic mirrors was derived as a small perturbation of the ideal
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plane-plane geometry [99]. The obtained correction coincides with the result predicted
by the PFA in the limit of short separations and very smooth surfaces [99]. This line of
reasoning was then generalized to the derivative expansion approach [100]. Using the
derivative expansion approach, the PFA result was obtained for a curved surface in front
of a plane [53]. The derivative expansion assumes that the curved surface can be obtained
by a continuous deformation of a plane. Since this condition is not met for compact
objects like spheres, this derivation does not constitute a proof of the PFA in the plane-
sphere geometry. Nevertheless, the leading order correction to the PFA has been derived
analytically from the derivative expansion for perfect reflectors at zero temperature [101],
and numerically for gold metals at room temperature [102].
In this chapter, we first give the standard derivation of the PFA known in the literature.
While this derivation is certainly intuitive, it is heuristic and does not constitute a proof of
the validity of the approximation. In the subsequent sections, we show that the PFA yields
the correct leading order term in the limit of small separations,L R. We derive the exact
matrix elements of the round-trip operator in the plane-wave basis and express the Mie
scattering amplitudes by means of the Debye expansion [103]. In the PFA regime, only
the direct reflection term in the Debye expansion contributes. We treat this contribution in
the semiclassical WKB approximation, which has the physical interpretation of specular
reflection at the surface of the sphere [104]. The condition of specular reflection makes
the integration range for the conjugate momentum variable increasingly narrow as the
distance between the sphere and the plate becomes small compared to the radius of the
sphere. This allows us to obtain the PFA result from a saddle-point approximation of the
scattering formula.
Our semiclassical derivation in the momentum representation is different from semiclassi-
cal treatments in the position space [105–107]. As the relevant surface area increases when
the separation decreases [106], the standard Gutzwiller trace formula fails badly in the
PFA regime. Therefore, the PFA limit cannot be connected with periodic orbits obtained
from a stationary-phase approximation in the position representation, because position is
poorly resolved in this limit.
The derivation presented here was first worked out by the author and then generalized
by B. Spreng to the geometry of two spheres [108]. Even though the sphere-sphere ge-
ometry contains the plane-sphere geometry as a limit, we restrict ourselves to the plane-
sphere geometry here. While the plane-sphere geometry is experimentally the most im-
portant geometry, recent experiments have also measured the Casimir interaction for two
spheres [35, 44].








Figure 3.2: The proximity force approximation assumes that the sphere can be divided
into infinitesimal small area elements which yield independent contributions to the
free energy. The contributions are added up according to the Lifshitz formula (2.73) for
parallel planes. The point C denotes the center of the sphere.
3.1 Heuristic derivation of the proximity force approximation
Here, we follow the heuristic derivation of the PFA given in Ref. [20]. We consider the
Casimir interaction of two objects that can be separated by the x-y plane. The surface of
the upper object may be described by z1 = z1(x, y), and the surface of the lower object by
z2 = z2(x, y), respectively. The separation is then given by
d(x, y) ≡ z1(x, y)− z2(x, y) > 0 . (3.1)
The function d(x, y) is strictly positive in the domain where it is defined. In the plane-
sphere geometry d(x, y) is only defined for x2 + y2 ≤ R2. By replacing the infinitesimal
surface elements dS1 at z1(x, y) and dS2 at z2(x, y) by parallel surface elements dxdy, the
unknown interaction energy can be expressed in terms of the well-known energy of the
plane-plane geometry (2.73). Doing so, the Casimir free energy for arbitrary geometries
can be obtained by averaging the local energy density FPP/A of the plane-plane geometry
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Here, Σ denotes the area of the x-y plane where d(x, y) is defined. The idea of the PFA for
the plane-sphere geometry is sketched in Fig. 3.2.
In the case of the plane-sphere geometry, the separation is given by
d(x, y) = L+R−
√
R2 − x2 − y2 = L+R(1− cos θ), (3.3)







dθ R2 sin θ
FPP (L+R(1− cos θ))
A
. (3.4)
The integration over ϕ yields a factor of 2π, and for the integration over θ we employ the















Here, the upper integration limit was set to R which is valid in the limit R L where the
PFA is assumed to hold. By taking the negative derivative of the free energy with respect








Therefore, the PFA connects the Casimir force in the plane-sphere geometry with the
Casimir energy in the plane-plane geometry. We also note that the choice of the infinites-
imal surfaces is not unique and different choices may yield different expressions for the
PFA. However, the leading divergence is independent of the specific choice. The expres-
sions for the energy (3.5) and for the force (3.6) are the most common ones found in the
literature.
The evaluation of the Casimir interaction using the PFA is considerably simpler than
within the scattering approach. However, the PFA neglects intrinsic properties of the
plane-sphere geometry. It only considers the half of the sphere facing the plane. In fact,
replacing the sphere by a half-sphere does not change the Casimir force within the prox-
imity force approximation. Hence, resonances inside the sphere or along the surface of the
sphere are not treated correctly by the approximation. By replacing the sphere by small
parallel planes, the PFA ignores the finite curvature of the sphere. The curvature, however,
changes the way electromagnetic waves are scattered. In addition, like van der Waals
forces [109], the Casimir interaction is non-additive [28]. Moreover, while the TE and TM
polarizations are in general coupled in the plane-sphere geometry, both polarizations are
decoupled within the PFA and yield independent contributions.
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3.2 Casimir free energy in the plane-wave basis





tr log [1−M(|ξn|)] (3.7)
is expressed as a sum over the Matsubara frequencies ξn = 2πnkBT/~. The round-trip
operator
M = RSTSPRPTPS (3.8)
describes a complete round trip of an electromagnetic wave between the sphere and the
plane. Here,RS denotes the reflection operator at the sphere, andRP the reflection oper-
ator at the plane. The operator TSP ≡ T (L) describes the translation from the reference
frame of the plane to the reference frame of the sphere, and TPS ≡ T (−L) the translation
from the sphere to the plane.
The translation operators and the reflection operator at the plane in (3.8) are diagonal in
the plane-wave basis. Thus, the matrix elements of the round-trip operator in the plane-
wave basis read
〈ki, pi,+|M|kj , pj ,−〉 = rpje−2κjL 〈ki, pi,−|RS|kj , pj ,+〉 . (3.9)
As a quick reminder, k = (Kx,Ky, 0) denotes the projection of the wave vector K onto the
x-y plane, and the dispersion relation for imaginary frequencies ξ reads ξ2/c2 = k2 + κ2,




















−2κjL 〈kj , pj ,−|RS|kj+1, pj+1,+〉 . (3.11)
Here, we have used the convention of cyclic indices pr+1 ≡ p1 and kr+1 ≡ k1. The
expression (3.11) has the natural interpretation of an expansion in round trips. The free
energy consists of contributions from a single round trip within the cavity of the plane
and the sphere, up to infinitely large numbers of round trips.
From a mathematical point of view the round-trip operatorM is a trace-class operator
and det (1−M) is a Fredholm determinant. The expansion in round trips corresponds to
one of the definitions of the Fredholm determinant [110].
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3.3 Scattering at a sphere
The matrix elements of the reflection operatorRS at a sphere are derived in appendix C





























The prefactor results from the normalization within the angular spectral representation
introduced in section 2.2. The Mie scattering amplitudes for polarizations perpendicular
















a`τ`(cos Θ) + b`π`(cos Θ)
]
. (3.13b)
The scattering angle Θ is defined relative to the forward direction, cf. Fig. 3.3. For imagi-
nary frequency, Θ is given by
cos Θ = − c
2
ξ2
(ki · kj + κiκj) . (3.14)





2 − 1)P ′′` (z) + zP ′`(z), (3.15b)
with the Legendre polynomials P` and the prime denoting a derivative with respect to
the argument z.
The coefficientsA,B,C, andD in (3.12) are functions of ki and kj . Explicit expressions are
given in (C.5). The Mie coefficients a` and b` [111] represent the partial wave electric and
magnetic multipole scattering amplitudes, respectively, for an isotropic sphere. Like the
Fresnel coefficients, they depend on the electromagnetic response of the sphere material.
For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to non-magnetic materials.
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3.4 The WKB approximation
In order to obtain the PFA in the limit of small separations L R, we express the scatter-
ing amplitudes S1 and S2 by means of the Debye expansion [104]. This corresponds to a
decomposition into an infinite series of terms representing multiple internal reflections.
In the limit of large R, the main contribution comes from the direct reflection term in the
Debye expansion since the phase factor acquired by propagation inside the sphere yields
exponentially small terms when considering the imaginary frequency domain.
For real frequencies and large size parameters ωR/c  1, the asymptotic expression for
the direct reflection term has been derived from the WKB approximations for the Mie co-
efficients and angular functions by taking the saddle point approximation for the integral
over angular momenta [103]. The resulting expression is valid for all scattering directions
except near the forward one, which is not relevant for the Casimir interaction. Instead
of real frequencies, we need the asymptotics for imaginary frequencies ξ. A very similar
WKB approximation derivation shows that the expression for imaginary frequencies co-
incides with the one obtained for real frequencies ω after replacing ω → iξ. The leading




rp((π −Θ)/2) e2(ξR/c) sin(Θ/2) (3.16)
with p = 1, 2 corresponding to TE and TM modes, respectively. Here, rTE and rTM are
the Fresnel coefficients given in (2.41). The symbol ' indicates that the ratio of the left
and right hand side of (3.16) tends to 1 in the limit ξR/c→∞.
The asymptotics of the scattering amplitudes can be understood in terms of geometri-
cal optics in the real frequency domain [112]. For a given scattering angle Θ, the main
contribution to S1 and S2 in (3.13) comes from the neighborhood of the angular momen-
tum value ` = (ωR/c) cos(Θ/2) [112]. In the semiclassical approximation, the localization
principle [104] connects waves with angular momentum ` 1 to localized rays defining
an impact parameter b = (c/ω)`. Thus, the derivation of the WKB approximation (3.16)
defines rays corresponding to the impact parameter b = R cos(Θ/2) shown in Fig. 3.3.
Such rays hit the sphere surface with an incidence angle of (π − Θ)/2. This is precisely
the value required in order to obtain the scattering angle Θ from the condition of specular
reflection at the tangent plane indicated in the figure. Comparing the reflection at the
tangent plane (thick lines) and at the sphere with its center as reference point, one finds a
difference in path length amounting to 2(ωR/c) sin(Θ/2). In this way, the last two factors
in (3.16) find their natural explanation. The first factor is responsible for providing the
correct scattering cross section proportional to R2.








Figure 3.3: The limit of geometrical optics for the reflection at a sphere with radius
R. Within the WKB approximation, a given scattering angle Θ defines the impact
parameter b = R cos(Θ/2). Seen from the tangent plane to the sphere, the angle of
incidence is given by (π −Θ)/2. The missing phase of a ray with frequency ω reflected
at the sphere’s surface with respect to a corresponding ray passing via the sphere’s
center before being deflected amounts to (2ωR/c) sin(Θ/2). (from [108])
In order to derive the leading asymptotic expression for the scattering matrix elements
(3.12), we make use of (3.16) to obtain
〈kj , pj ,−|RS|ki, pi,+〉 '
πR
κj
e2(ξR/c) sin(Θ/2)ρpj ,pi (3.17)
with
ρTM,TM = ArTM +BrTE, (3.18a)
ρTE,TE = ArTE +BrTM, (3.18b)
ρTM,TE = −CrTE −DrTM, (3.18c)
ρTE,TM = CrTM +DrTE . (3.18d)
3.5 Saddle-point approximation
We now turn to the derivation of the PFA using the matrix elements (3.17) obtained within
the WKB approximation. The central object in the expression (3.10) for the free energy is
the trace overMr which is a 2r dimensional integral. In the limit that the sphere is much
larger than the separation between the sphere and the plane, R L, the integral can be
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Here, D denotes the dimension, R is a big parameter, xS.P. is the stationary point of f(x),
and H corresponds to the Hessian of f . In the following, we will express the trace over
Mr in the form (3.19). The trace can then be evaluated after determining the stationary
point of f and computing the determinant of the Hessian H evaluated at the saddle point.
3.5.1 Saddle point manifold
We insert the WKB matrix elements corresponding to the scattering at the sphere (3.17)
into the matrix elements of the round-trip operator (3.9). In polar coordinates after chang-




dκ1 . . . dκr
∫ 2π
0
dϕ1 . . . dϕr g(k1, . . . ,kr)e
−Rf(k1,...,kr) (3.20)
which has a suitable form for an evaluation using the saddle-point approximation (3.19).
Here, we have introduced the function










and the function in the exponent of (3.20) is given by








(ξ/c)2 + κjκj+1 + kjkj+1 cos (ϕj − ϕj+1)
])
. (3.22)
In order to evaluate the 2r integrals in (3.20) within the saddle-point approximation, we
need to determine the stationary points of f . The derivative of f with respect to ϕj
∂f
∂ϕj
=− kj−1kj sin (ϕj−1 − ϕj)√
2 [(ξ2/c)2 + κj−1κj + kj−1kj cos (ϕj−1 − ϕj)]
+
kjkj+1 sin (ϕj − ϕj+1)√
2 [(ξ2/c)2 + κjκj+1 + kjkj+1 cos (ϕj − ϕj+1)]
(3.23)
vanishes if all angles ϕ1 = · · · = ϕr are equal. For equal angles, the derivative of f with














2 [(ξ/c)2 + κjκj+1 + kjkj+1]
.
(3.24)
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This derivative yields 0 for κ1 = · · · = κr. In this case, the denominators become 2κj and
the second and third term in (3.24) simplify to −1. Hence, there exists a two-dimensional
manifold of saddle points
κ1 = · · · = κr ≡ κ?, ϕ1 = · · · = ϕr ≡ ϕ?, (3.25)
parametrized by κ? and ϕ?. On the saddle-point manifold, the change of angle ϕj − ϕj+1
vanishes and the coefficients in (3.18) simplify to A = 1, B = C = D = 0, which can
be verified by setting ϕ = 0 in (C.5). Moreover, the polarization is conserved during
scattering processes within the saddle-point approximation, because ρTE,TM and ρTM,TE
in (3.18) depend on C and D only. The two polarizations decouple and yield independent
contributions to the trace over r round-trip operators
trMr = trMrTE + trMrTM . (3.26)
As the change of the Wick rotated z-component of the wave vector vanishes, κj − κj+1 =
0, the projection of the wave vector onto the x-y plane is conserved during reflections,
kj − kj+1 = 0. Within the WKB approximation, k is conserved when the tangent plane
on which the reflection occurs is perpendicular to the z-axis, cf. Fig. 3.3. Therefore, the
main contribution comes from a small section of the sphere around the point of closest
approach. Also, at the saddle point manifold the WKB shift 2(ξR/c) sin(Θ/2) becomes
2κR and cancels precisely the term arising from the translation from the sphere to the
plane and back. Consequently, the exponent (3.22) vanishes on the saddle point manifold,
f |S.P. = 0 . (3.27)









on the saddle-point manifold, and the Fresnel coefficients are evaluated with arguments
rp = rp(i|ξ|, k?). Here, we have introduced the natural abbreviation k? = (κ2? − ξ2/c2)1/2.
On the saddle-point manifold, only a translation by L remains, which corresponds to the
distance of closest approach.
3.5.2 Hessian matrix
We now evaluate the Hessian matrix H corresponding to the function f (3.22) at the
saddle-point manifold. The derivative of f with respect to ϕj consists of two terms, one
proportional to sin(ϕj+1−ϕj), and the other term proportional to sin(ϕj−ϕj−1), cf. (3.23).
Accordingly, a single derivative of f with respect to ϕj evaluated at the saddle-point
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−1 . . . . . .





where empty entries correspond to zero matrix elements. The eigenvalues of a circulant
matrix can be evaluated analytically [113], and the eigenvalues of Ar are found as






, j = 0 . . . , r − 1 . (3.32)
Both Hκκ and Hϕϕ have a zero eigenvalue corresponding to the saddle-point manifold.
3.6 Casimir free energy and force
Within the saddle-point approximation, the directions perpendicular to the saddle-point
manifold can now be integrated out in the usual way, while the integration along the
families has to be carried out exactly. As we will see, the integral over ϕ? can be solved
analytically, so that we are left with an integral over κ?.











= r2 . (3.33)
We now change to the eigenbasis of H, but keep κ? and ϕ? as variables for the integration.
This means that we do not normalize the eigenvectors corresponding to the saddle-point
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manifold, which yields a factor r arising from the Jacobian. Then, applying the multi-




















for the two polarization contributions p = TE,TM. Inserting this result into the formula
for the free energy (3.7), and evaluating the sum over the number r of round trips, we
obtain













Here, Li2 denotes the dilogarithm [91, §25.12] and the Fresnel coefficients are evaluated
at rp = rp(i|ξ|, k?).
The Casimir force is now easily obtained by taking the negative derivative of the free
energy (3.35) with respect to the separation L




Here, FPP(L, T )/A denotes the free energy per area in the plane-plane geometry, cf. (2.73).
This result precisely coincides with the expression obtained using the heuristic derivation
given in section 3.1.
Our derivation also allows to estimate the effective area that corresponds to the domi-
nant contribution to the Casimir interaction. This is important as precise Casimir exper-
iments in the plane-sphere geometry typically employ spherical lenses [30] or coated
microspheres attached to a cantilever beam [9, 40, 42]. The spherical cap around the point
of closest distance effectively contributing to the interaction is bounded by the angle
θ . (L/R)1/2  1 [108], cf. Fig. 3.2. The effective area is then given by A ∼ RL. The same
result has been obtained in Ref. [114] using a heuristic geometric argument.
In this chapter, we have derived the proximity force approximation for the free energy
as the leading asymptotic result in the limit of small separations. We have expressed
the round-trip matrix in the plane-wave basis. Taking only the direct reflection term of
the Debye expansion into account and using the WKB Mie scattering amplitudes, the
trace over a number of round-trip operators has been evaluated within the saddle-point
approximation. The main contribution to the free energy results from specular reflection
in the vicinity of the points of closest distance. We have found that no polarization mixing
contributes in leading order. In the next chapter, we will derive the matrix elements of the
round-trip operator in the multipole basis. After discussing numerical issues in chapter 5,
we will compare the PFA with numerically exact results for zero temperature in chapter
6, and for ambient temperature with real metals in chapter 7.
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Symmetrized round-trip operator in
the plane-sphere geometry
In this chapter, we apply the scattering formula to the geometry of a sphere above a plane.
In contrast to the common choice found in the literature, we adopt a symmetrized form
of the round-trip operator which is a key element to push the numerics to aspect ratios
R/L ∼ 103 used in typical experiments. We derive the matrix elements of the round-trip
operator at imaginary frequencies, simplify the expressions, and study the mathematical
properties of the resulting matrix. We conclude the chapter discussing how the scattering
formula can be evaluated efficiently using techniques of hierarchical matrices.
4.1 Scattering at a sphere
While the plane-wave basis is well adapted to describe the reflection at a plane, the
reflection at a sphere is naturally described in the multipole basis. The basis elements
|`,m, P, s〉 of the multipole basis are eigenstates of the total angular momentum operator
L2 and the corresponding z-component Lz with eigenvalues ~2`(` + 1) and ~m, respec-
tively (` = 1, 2, 3, . . . , m = −`, . . . , `). The polarization P denotes either electric multipole
waves (P = E) or magnetic multipole waves (P = M). The last index describes the radial
dependence and takes the values s = {reg, out}. For s = reg, the radial dependence is
given in terms of the spherical Bessel function j`, which is regular in the origin. The radial
dependence for outgoing modes (s = out) is given in terms of the spherical Hankel func-
tion h(1)` , which is divergent in the origin [115]. The basis functions can be constructed
from the scalar eigenstates of L2 and Lz [56]. Explicit expressions are given in Ref. [115].
For a homogeneous, isotropic, and non-magnetic sphere in vacuum, the reflection operator
RS is diagonal in the multipole basis with matrix elements [111]




−a` |`,m, P, out〉 for P = E
−b` |`,m, P, out〉 for P = M
(4.1)
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given in terms of the Mie coefficients a` and b`. The superscript (S) indicates that r
(S)
`,P cor-
responds to the reflection coefficient at the sphere. The minus sign in (4.1) is a consequence
of the definition of the Mie coefficients in Ref. [111].
















































































ε(iξ) denotes the refractive index, and the Mie coefficients are evaluated at
the size parameter x = ξR/c, where R is the radius of the sphere and ξ the imaginary
frequency. The functions Iν(x) and Kν(x) denote the modified Bessel functions of the first







` , and the numerators in (4.2) are positive. Therefore, the signs of the Mie coefficients
are (−1)` for a` and (−1)`+1 for b`, respectively.
For perfect reflectors the Mie coefficients become












4.2 The round-trip operator
The plane-sphere geometry consists of a sphere and an infinite plane. We choose the
coordinate system such that the plane coincides with the x-y plane, and the center of the
sphere is located at z = R + L. Here, R denotes the radius of the sphere and L is the
surface-to-surface distance between both objects. For convenience, we will also use the
abbreviation L ≡ L+R for the separation between the center of the sphere and the plane.
The geometry is depicted in Fig. 4.1a.















Figure 4.1: (a) Sphere of radius R and plate separated by a distance L with center-to-
plate distance L ≡ L+ R. Schematic representation (b) of the round-trip operatorM
defined in (4.6) and (c) the symmetrized round-trip operator M̂ defined in (4.8).





log det [1−M(|ξn|)] (4.5)
over the Matsubara frequencies ξn = 2πnkBT/~. In the plane-sphere geometry, the free
energy depends on the separation L of the sphere and the plane, the radiusR of the sphere,
the temperature T , and the optical properties of the sphere and the plate. The round-trip
operator
M = RSTSPRPTPS (4.6)
consists of the reflection operator at the sphereRS, the reflection operator at the planeRP,
the translation operator from sphere to plane TPS ≡ T (−L), and the translation operator
from plane to sphere TSP ≡ T (L). The round trip starts with a translation from the sphere
to the plane, a reflection at the plane, a translation back to the sphere, and a reflection at the
sphere. In Fig. 4.1b, we sketch the round trip corresponding toM. Due to the rotational












and every blockMm yields an independent contribution to the free energy. Here,Mm
denotes a block corresponding to a given subspace m and should not be confused with a
matrix power.
The definition (4.6) of the round-trip operatorM results in ill-conditioned matrices. In
Fig. 4.2a, we depict the values of the matrix elements Mm`1`2 = 〈`1,m, P1|M|`2,m, P2〉
on a logarithmic color scale. Even though the matrix elements depend on the chosen
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Figure 4.2: The logarithm of the matrix elements for (a) the non-symmetrized round-
trip operatorMm and (b) the symmetrized round-trip operator M̂m in the multipole
basis is shown on a logarithmic color scale for R/L = 50, ξ(L+R)/c = 1, m = 1, and
perfect reflectors. The four blocks correspond to the different sequences of polarizations
during a round trip. While the non-symmetrized round-trip matrix is ill-conditioned,
the matrix elements of the symmetrized round-trip operator take their maximum on
the diagonal of each polarization block and decrease away from it.
parameters, the data shown are typical. Already for the relatively small aspect ratioR/L =
50 used in Fig. 4.2a, the round-trip operator (4.6) clearly results in an ill-conditioned matrix
with elements differing by hundreds of orders of magnitude. As a consequence, a fast
and stable numerical evaluation of the determinant becomes extremely difficult. When
evaluating the determinants in (4.5), the combination of very small and very large matrix
elements may yield contributions of the order one. Small perturbations in the matrix
elements may then cause large errors. Furthermore, common computer number formats
cover a range of numbers from about 10−323 to 10308 [118] which is insufficient to represent
all matrix elements in Fig. 4.2a. Instead, one has to use number formats that cover a wider
range of numbers, but are also significantly slower.
To overcome these problems, we make use of the fact that the round-trip operator is only
unique up to cyclic permutations. The free energy is invariant under such permutations
which follows from Sylvester’s determinant identity. In contrast to the common choice
for the round-trip operator (4.6) in the literature [115, 116, 119–123], we choose the sym-






as illustrated in Fig. 4.1c. Since the scattering operator at the sphereRS is diagonal in the
multipole basis, the matrix square root of RS can be computed readily. With this choice
for the round-trip operator, the matrix elements take their maximum on the diagonal of
each polarization block and decrease away from it, as can be seen in Fig. 4.2b. Here, the
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M̂m=1`1`2 (E,E)/M̂m=111 (E,E)(a)






0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1
M̂m=1`1`2 (E,M)/M̂m=111 (E,E)(b)
Figure 4.3: Details of the matrix elements for (a) the polarization maintaining block
(E,E) and (b) the polarization mixing block (E,M) are shown for the same parameters
as in Fig. 4.2, but now on a linear scale. All matrix elements are taken with respect to
the largest matrix element in the round-trip matrix.
same parameters have been used as in Fig. 4.2a.
In Fig. 4.3, we depict a polarization-conserving block (left) and a polarization-mixing
block (right) with the matrix elements taken from Fig. 4.2b, but now on a linear color scale.
This representation emphasizes the fact that a sizable fraction of the matrix elements is
numerically irrelevant. We will exploit this property in section 4.6 using hierarchical ma-
trices. Furthermore, the contribution due to the polarization-mixing blocks is significantly
smaller than that of the polarization-conserving blocks for aspect ratios R/L 1.
4.3 Matrix elements of the round-trip operator
We now turn to the derivation of the matrix elements of the symmetrized round-trip
operatorM̂ in the multipole basis. The action of the round-trip operator on a basis element
of the multipole basis is given by




RS |`,m, P, reg〉 . (4.9)
The scattering operator at the sphere is diagonal in the multipole basis and the action of√RS on |`,m, P, reg〉 yields the square root of the reflection coefficient r(S)`,P






RSTSPRPTPS |`,m, P, out〉 . (4.10)
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|k, p, φ〉 〈k, p, φ| , (4.11)
we can evaluate the translation operators and the reflection operator at the plane. The
translation operators each yield a factor e−κL, and the reflection at the plane introduces a
Fresnel coefficient. Therefore, (4.10) becomes













RS |k, p,+〉 〈k, p,−|`,m, P, out〉 ,
(4.12)
where we have denoted the Fresnel coefficients with a superscript (P) to avoid confusion











|`,m, P, s〉 〈`,m, P, s| (4.13)
and projecting the result on an element of the multipole basis, the matrix elements of the
round-trip operator read
















×〈`1,m, P1, reg|k, p,+〉 〈k, p,−|`2,m, P2, out〉 .
(4.14)
Explicit expressions for the matrix elements implementing the change from the multipole
to the plane-wave basis have been derived in Ref. [115] and are given in appendix D for
convenience.







where the diagonal blocks correspond to matrix elements preserving polarization, and the
off-diagonal blocks represent matrix elements with a change of polarization. Expressing
the double integral in (4.14) in polar coordinates, the integral over the polar angle yields
2π. After a similarity transform of the round-trip matrix in order to remove phase factors,
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Here, we have dropped the superscript (P) of the Fresnel coefficients to simplify the nota-
tion. The Legendre polynomials Pm` (x) are evaluated at arguments x ≥ 1. It is convenient
to use the phase convention defined in appendix A.2. The associated Legendre polynomi-











(2`1 + 1)(2`2 + 1)(`1 −m)!(`2 −m)!
`1(`1 + 1) `2(`2 + 1) (`1 +m)!(`2 +m)!
, (4.18)
where Nm` corresponds to the normalizing coefficient of the spherical harmonics as de-
fined in (A.2).
The matrix elements of the round-trip operatorM differ from those of the symmetrized
round-trip operator M̂ only with respect to the Mie coefficients. While for the sym-
metrized round-trip operator M̂ according to (4.16) the matrix elements are proportional
to the square root of a product of Mie coefficients with different angular momenta, the
matrix elements ofM are proportional to one Mie coefficient with angular momentum `1,
Mm`1`2(E,E),Mm`1`2(E,M) ∝ a`1 , (4.19a)
Mm`1`2(M,M),Mm`1`2(M,E) ∝ b`1 . (4.19b)
This causes the numerical problems discussed above.
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4.4 Low-frequency limit
In the low-frequency limit ξ → 0, the Legendre polynomials in (4.17) diverge. In order to
evaluate the scattering formula for the Matsubara frequency ξ0 = 0, the limit ξ → 0 for
the matrix elements of M̂ has to be calculated analytically. Using (A.11a) for the behavior
of the associated Legendre polynomials Pm` (x) when x→∞, one finds that the integrals
(4.17) for ξ → 0 scale like
Am`1`2,p(ξ) ∼ rp(iξ, k) ξ−(`1+`2−1), (4.20a)
Bm`1`2,p(ξ) ∼ rp(iξ, k) ξ−(`1+`2+1), (4.20b)
Cm`1`2,p(ξ) ∼ rp(iξ, k) ξ−(`1+`2) . (4.20c)
Since the contribution of Am`1`2,p and C
m
`1`2,p
is at least by a factor ξ suppressed com-
pared to Bm`1`2,p, it is sufficient to consider only the integral B
m
`1`2,p
. As a consequence, the
polarization-mixing blocks of the round-trip operator vanish, M̂(E,M) = M̂(M,E)→ 0,
and the polarization-conserving blocks M̂(E,E) and M̂(M,M) yield independent contri-
butions to the free energy.
In the following, we will derive the explicit matrix elements of the symmetrized round-
trip operator in the limit ξ → 0 for the Drude model, perfect reflectors, and the plasma
model.
4.4.1 Drude model
























b`(ix) ∝ x2`+2, (4.22b)
where x = ξR/c. As described in more detail in section 2.5, in the low-frequency limit the
Fresnel coefficients become rTM = 1 and rTE = 0 for the Drude model. Consequently, the
only contribution comes from the (E,E) polarization block (4.16b)
M̂m`1`2(E,E) = Λm`1`2
√
|a`1a`2 |Bm`1`2,TM . (4.23)
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(`1 +m)!(`1 −m)! (`2 +m)!(`2 −m)!
∫ ∞
0
dk k`1+`2 e−2kL, (4.25)
where we have used that k = κ for ξ = 0. The evaluation of the integral gives
M̂m`1`2(E,E) =
(`1 + `2)!√






for the matrix elements of the round-trip operator in the limit ξ → 0.
The exact analytical expression for the Casimir free energy in the high-temperature limit
for Drude metals has been derived in Ref. [51].
4.4.2 Perfect reflectors
In contrast to the Drude model, for perfect reflectors the Fresnel coefficient rTE does not













While the expression for a` is identical to the result obtained for the Drude model, b` is
proportional to x2`+1 in contrast to x2`+2 in the Drude model. In addition to the contribu-
tion from the (E,E) polarization block (4.26), there is also a contribution from the (M,M)
polarization block for perfect reflectors
M̂m`1`2(M,M) = −Λm`1`2
√
|b`1b`2 |Bm`1`2,TE . (4.28)











(`1 +m)!(`1 −m)!(`2 +m)!(`2 −m)!
. (4.29)
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The matrix elements for the (E,E) polarization block are identical to the result (4.26) found
for the Drude model.
4.4.3 Plasma model
For the plasma model the situation is more involved. The Fresnel coefficient for TM
polarization is rTM = 1 as in the cases for perfect reflectors and the Drude model. For TE









for ξ → 0. Unlike for the Drude model or perfect reflectors, this expression is not universal
and depends on the Plasma frequency ωP. In the limit ωP → ∞, the Fresnel coefficient
rTE becomes −1 and the expression for perfect reflectors is recovered. In the opposite
limit of ωP → 0, the numerator vanishes and we recover the result for the Drude model.
For finite values of the plasma frequency, (4.30) interpolates between the behavior of the
Drude model and perfect reflectors.
The Mie coefficient a` is identical to the expression found for the other two models, and














where α = ωPR/c. As for the Fresnel coefficient rTE, this result interpolates between the
behavior of perfect reflectors (α→∞) and the Drude model (α→ 0). The matrix elements










(`1 +m)!(`1 −m)!(`2 +m)!(`2 −m)!
×
√














x2 + β2 − x√
x2 + β2 + x
(4.32)
where β = 2ωPL/c. The integral in the last line of (4.32) has to be evaluated numerically.
For the (E,E) polarization block, the matrix elements are identical to the result for the
Drude model (4.26).
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4.5 Properties of the round-trip matrices
In this section, we study properties of the symmetrized round-trip operator M̂m and
the corresponding scattering operator 1 − M̂m. These properties ensure the stability of
the numerical evaluation and can be used to improve the efficiency of the numerical
evaluation.
4.5.1 Negative values of m
For negative values of m, the normalizing coefficient can be expressed as (m > 0)
Λ−m`1`2 =
(`1 +m)! (`2 +m)!
(`1 −m)! (`2 −m)!
Λm`1`2 , (4.33)




Pm` (x) . (4.34)
Consequently, the polarization conserving blocks M̂m(E,E) andM̂m(M,M) do not change
when m → −m. In contrast, the polarization mixing blocks M̂m(M,E) and M̂m(M,E)

















is the same as that of 1−M̂m as shown in appendix B.3. Therefore, positive and negative
values of m yield the same contribution to the free energy.
4.5.2 Diagonal dominance
With the phase convention described in appendix A.2, the associated Legendre polynomi-
als Pm` (x) are real and positive for x > 1. As a consequence, the matrix elements of the
round-trip operator M̂m are real. Since the integralsAm`1`2,p andBm`1`2,p are symmetric with




= M̂m . (4.36)
The Fresnel coefficients are positive for p = TM and negative for p = TE,
−1 ≤ rTE ≤ 0 ≤ rTM ≤ 1 . (4.37)
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Therefore, all factors in (4.16) are non-negative and hence all matrix elements of M̂m are
non-negative. Consequently, all non-diagonal matrix elements of the scattering matrix
1− M̂m are non-positive. Furthermore, numerical tests show that the diagonal elements
of the scattering matrix are positive.
In the following, we will give analytical and numerical evidence that the scattering op-





|ajk| for all k . (4.38)




M̂m`1`2(P1, P2) < 1 for all `2, P2 . (4.39)
The matrix elements of the round-trip operator are largest for the model of perfect re-
flectors. Therefore, it is sufficient to consider perfect reflectors in the following. If the
scattering operator is strictly diagonally dominant for perfect reflectors, then the scatter-
ing operator is strictly diagonally dominant for any dielectric function.
In the low frequency limit it is easy to show that the scattering operator is strictly diago-
nally dominant. For ξ → 0 the scattering operator is block-diagonal with the polarization
blocks M̂m(E,E) and M̂m(M,M). Since M̂m`1`2(E,E) ≥ M̂m`1`2(M,M), it is sufficient to































where we used (`+m)!(`−m)! ≥ (`!)2 in the first line. In addition, the scattering operator is
strictly diagonally dominant in the limit of large separations, because the matrix elements
of the round-trip operator become small due to the exponential factor in (4.17).
For arbitrary values of m, ξ and R/L, it is challenging to proof that the scattering opera-
tor 1− M̂m is strictly diagonally dominant. Instead, we compute the round-trip matrix
numerically for different values of m and ξ, and show that the condition (4.39) is fulfilled
for aspect ratios as high as R/L = 2000. Fig. 4.4 depicts the maximum row sum of the
round-trip operator for m = 0, 1, 2, 3 as a function of ξL/c. In all cases, the maximum row
sum is smaller than 1 implying that the scattering operator is strictly diagonally dominant.
Therefore, it is highly probable that the scattering operator is strictly diagonally dominant
for all parameters.
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Figure 4.4: Maximum row sum of the round-trip operator M̂m for perfect reflectors,
and aspect ratios (a)R/L = 100 and (b)R/L = 2000 as a function of ξL/c. The different
curves correspond to different values of m. In all cases, the maximum is smaller than 1
implying that the scattering operator 1− M̂m is strictly diagonally dominant.
4.5.3 Positive definiteness
The scattering operator 1−M̂m is symmetric, diagonally dominant, and all diagonal ma-
trix elements are positive. These properties imply that the scattering operator is positive
definite. As a consequence, the determinant is positive and the free energy is real. More-
over, this allows to compute the determinant of the scattering operator using a Cholesky
decomposition which is roughly twice as fast as an LU decomposition.
The fact that the scattering operator is symmetric and diagonally dominant ensures the
stability of the numerical evaluation of the determinant. Due to numerical errors, the
scattering matrix Dm ≡ 1 − M̂m cannot be computed exactly, but a slightly perturbed
matrix D̃m will be computed. The numerical error will be dominated by the numerical
evaluation of the integrals in (4.17). If the relative error of the matrix elements is bounded





= log det (Dm) +
N∑
j=1
log (1 + ηj) , (4.41)




log (1 + ηj)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
. Nε . (4.42)
Small perturbations in the matrix elements thus only cause small changes in the value
of the determinant. In fact, numerical tests suggest that the typical error is considerable
smaller than the bound (4.42).












full rank low rank identity matrix zero matrix
Figure 4.5: Graphical representation of the factorization (4.44) of a HODLR matrix for
n = 3. Red blocks represent full-rank matrices while bright blue blocks correspond to
low-rank matrices (after [125]).
4.6 Hierarchical matrices
The symmetrization allows to exploit further properties of the round-trip matrices. As
the matrix elements decrease away from the diagonal, it is evident that the dominant
contribution to the determinant comes from matrix elements close to the diagonal. In fact,
it turns out that the matrices 1 − M̂m are hierarchical off-diagonal low-rank (HODLR)
matrices [125–128]. This means that the round-trip matrices can be sub-divided into a hier-
archy of rectangular blocks which can be approximated by low-rank matrices. Originally
introduced in the context of integral equations, hierarchical matrices find application in fi-
nite element methods, kernel density estimation in machine learning, Gaussian processes,
Kalman filtering, and radial basis interpolation (see Ref. [126] and references therein).
A low-rank matrix M of dimension N ×N can be efficiently approximated by
M ≈ UV T , (4.43)
where U and V are matrices of dimension N × p with p  N . The best rank p approxi-
mation of M can be obtained using the singular value decomposition [129]. Instead of a
computationally expensive full singular-value decomposition, low-rank approximations
can be computed using fast algorithms like adaptive cross approximation, pseudo-skeletal
approximations, interpolatory decompositions or rank revealing QR and LU (see Ref. [125]
and references therein).
A HODLR matrix A can be factored into n+ 1 block-diagonal matrices
A ≈ A(n) = AnAn−1 . . . A0 (4.44)
as sketched in Fig. 4.5 for n = 3. The matrix An consists of 2n full-rank blocks around the
diagonal while the other matrices An−1 to A0 represent low-rank updates to the identity.
The error of this approximation can be made negligibly small by choosing appropriate
ranks p.
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The factorization (4.44) allows for a fast computation of the determinant A(n) for two
reasons. Firstly, one can exploit the multiplicativity of determinants. Secondly, the block











requiring at first sight the evaluation of the determinant of an N ×N -matrix according to
det(B) = det
(
1− U1V T1 U2V T2
)
. (4.46)
However, exploiting Sylvester’s determinant identity




1− V T2 U1V T1 U2
)
. (4.48)
It is thus sufficient to evaluate the determinant of a p× p-matrix, resulting in a significant
speed-up.
In order to assess the numerical advantages of the approach discussed above, we com-
pute the determinants of the scattering matrices either by means of a Cholesky decom-
position or the implementation [130] of the algorithm for HODLR matrices described in
Ref. [125]. The Cholesky decomposition factorizes a symmetric positive-definite matrix
into the product of a triangular matrix and its transpose allowing for a simple computa-
tion of the determinant. The factorization requiresO(N3) of time for anN×N matrix and
is about twice as fast as an LU decomposition. The computation of determinants using
the HODLR approach takes O(p2N log2N) steps where, depending on the nature of the
problem, p may be a function of N .





the aspect ratio using the HODLR approach and a Cholesky decomposition. We specif-
ically choose m = 1, ξ = c/(L + R), and perfect reflectors, but other parameters yield
similar results. For aspect ratios R/L . 100, both algorithms need roughly the same time.
For larger aspect ratios R/L & 200, the computational time using the Cholesky decom-
position scales as ∝ (R/L)2.56. This is faster than the theoretical complexity O((R/L)3)
of the Cholesky decomposition, because our numerical implementation saves and reuses
intermediate values so that the computational time per matrix element is not constant.
In contrast, the HODLR algorithm becomes significantly faster for R/L & 200 and the
computational time scales only as ∝ (R/L)1.31. For the largest aspect ratio R/L = 2000
displayed in Fig. 4.6, we find a speed-up by a factor 33. At even larger aspect ratios, the
time required by the Cholesky decomposition becomes prohibitively long.
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as a function of the as-
pect ratioR/L form = 1, ξ = c/(L+R), and perfect reflectors. The angular momentum
is truncated at `dim = 5R/L, yielding a scattering matrix of dimension 2`dim × 2`dim.
Squares and triangles correspond to a computation using Cholesky decomposition
and the HODLR algorithm [130], respectively. The lines represent fits and correspond
to the asymptotic scaling of the two algorithms. The computations were carried out
on an Intel Core i7 with 3.4 GHz. For the Cholesky decomposition LAPACK [131] in
combination with ATLAS [132, 133] was used.
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In this chapter, we have derived the matrix elements of the round-trip operator for the
plane-sphere geometry in the multipole basis. Since the argument of the associated Leg-
endre polynomials diverges for the Matsubara frequency ξ0 = 0, we have computed the
limit ξ → 0 analytically. For the round-trip operator, we have used a symmetrized version
that avoids ill-conditioned matrices. Moreover, the symmetrized round-trip operator al-
lows an evaluation of the determinants using techniques of hierarchical matrices resulting
in a significant speedup.
In the next chapter, we will discuss technical details of the numerical evaluation of the
scattering formula in the multipole basis. After that, we will compare numerically exact






In the last chapter, we have introduced the key ingredients to push the numerics to aspect
ratios used in typical experiments: the symmetrization of the round-trip operator and the
hierarchical factorization of the round-trip matrix. In this chapter, we will discuss various
numerical issues that are also important for a fast and stable numerical implementation
of the Casimir effect in the plane-sphere geometry. Since the issues are rather technical, a
reader not interested in the details of the numerical implementation might want to skip
this chapter.
In the first part of this chapter, we describe fast algorithms to evaluate the dilogarithm,
modified Bessel functions of the first and of the second kind, ordinary Legendre polyno-
mials, and associated Legendre polynomials. The algorithms presented here are tweaked
for the requirements of the Casimir effect and are both faster and more stable than the
general purpose implementations found in typical numerical libraries. We then study the
effect of the truncation of the vector space and present an estimate for the truncation error.
The evaluation of the integrals (4.17) appearing in the matrix elements of the round-trip
operator is described in section 5.6. We then turn to the evaluation of the determinant of
the scattering matrix. In particular, we show how the trace can be used to approximate
the determinant. This helps to speed up the computation and to avoid a loss of signifi-
cance in some cases. After a short discussion about numerical differentiation, we conclude
the chapter listing various tests and checks we have made to ensure that the numerical
implementation is correct.
5.1 Dilogarithm
The numerical evaluation of the free energy within the proximity force approximation
(3.35) relies on the computation of the dilogarithm Li2(x). For arguments 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, the
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Special values are Li2(0) = 0 and Li2(1) = π2/6. The n2 rate of convergence of the series













log(1− x) . (5.2)
It is sufficient to evaluate 30 terms of the series in (5.2) in order to achieve a relative error
of less than 10−15 for arguments 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5. Arguments in the interval (0.5, 1] can be




− log(x) log(1− x)− Li2(1− x),
1
2
< x < 1 . (5.3)
From (5.3) one also finds Li2(1/2) = π2/12− (log 2)2/2.
5.2 Modified Bessel functions
The evaluation of the Legendre polynomials P`(x) described in section 5.3 relies on the
computation of modified Bessel functions of the first kind In(x) at integer orders n. To
compute the Mie coefficients a`(ix), b`(ix), one has to evaluate the modified Bessel func-
tions of the first kind In+1/2(x) and of the second kind Kn+1/2(x) at half-integer orders.
In this section, we briefly describe how the modified Bessel functions can be computed
efficiently for integer and half-integer orders.
5.2.1 Modified Bessel functions of integer order
The modified Bessel functions I0(x) and I1(x) have exponential behavior for large argu-
ments. Once the exponential factor is removed, both functions are smooth and can be
evaluated using Chebychev expansions. We partition the range into the sub-intervals
[0, 8] and (8,∞), and evaluate the functions in each sub-interval using a Chebychev ex-
pansion [135].
For orders n ≥ 2, the modified Bessel functions In(x) can be computed using the recur-




In(x) + In−1(x) . (5.4)
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Unfortunately, this recurrence relation is unstable in upwards direction. Since the Bessel
functions grow exponentially, the terms on the right hand-side become large, and the
subtraction causes a catastrophic loss of significance. In contrast, in downwards direction
the recurrence relation is stable and any seed values will converge to the correct sequence
of functions. Choosing two seed values for large orders, one obtains the correct value
of In(x) times a normalization constant. The normalization constant can be fixed by a
comparison with I0(x). This idea is also known as Miller’s algorithm [136, pp. 230–240].
5.2.2 Modified Bessel functions of half-integer order
The modified Bessel functions for half-integer orders n+ 1/2, n being an integer, satisfy








Kn−1/2(x) +Kn−3/2(x) . (5.5b)




























the recurrence relations can in principle be used to evaluate the modified Bessel functions.
For Kn+1/2(x) the recurrence relation is stable in upwards direction and the computation
is straightforward. However, as for integer orders, the recurrence relation for In+1/2(x) is
unstable in upwards direction. The function In+1/2(x) can be once more computed using
Miller’s algorithm [136, pp. 230–240]. The fraction In+3/2(x)/In+1/2(x) can be evaluated










= [a1, a2, a3, . . . ] (5.7)
where
aj =
2(n+ j) + 1
x
. (5.8)
Consequently, we can choose an arbitrary constant for In+1/2(x) and compute In−1/2(x)
using the continued fraction (5.7) depending on the chosen constant. The constant and
hence In+1/2(x) can then be obtained using the recurrence relation (5.5a) in downwards
direction and a comparison with I1/2(x). The numerical evaluation of continued fractions
is described in Ref. [136, pp. 169–173] or in Ref. [91, §3.10].
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5.3 Legendre polynomials
The efficient evaluation of associated Legendre functions Pm` (x) presented in section 5.4
relies on a fast computation of ordinary Legendre polynomials P`(x) for x ≥ 1. In this










with complexity O(1) [137]. While the algorithm was originally developed for arguments
x ∈ [−1, 1], it can be adapted to the domain x ≥ 1. For ` < 100, we evaluate the Legendre
polynomials using a recurrence relation. Orders ` ≥ 100 are computed using asymptotic
expansions for either small or large arguments. For the sake of completeness and since the
asymptotic expansions slightly differ for x ∈ [−1, 1] and x ≥ 1, we will state all equations
needed to compute P`(x).
5.3.1 Evaluation using recurrence relation
For ` < 100, we compute the Legendre polynomials using the recurrence relation
(`+ 1)P`+1(x) = (2`+ 1)xP`(x)− `P`−1(x) (5.10)
with the initial values P0(x) = 1 and P1(x) = x. Since the recurrence relation is stable in
upwards direction, the evaluation is straightforward.
5.3.2 Asymptotic expansion for large arguments
For ` ≥ 100 and large arguments
(`+ 1) sinhx > 25, (5.11)
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Choosing M = 17, the error of (5.12) is smaller than machine precision.
5.3.3 Asymptotic expansion for small arguments
For ` ≥ 100 and
(`+ 1) sinhx ≤ 25, (5.15)







where ν = `+ 1/2. The functions fn(x) vanish for odd values of n
f2n+1(x) = 0, (5.17)




























































































where the function hn(x) is defined as
hn(x) = (−x)nIn(x) . (5.19)
Here, In(x) denotes the modified Bessel function of the first kind.
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5.4 Associated Legendre polynomials
The evaluation of the integrals (4.17) requires the evaluation of the associated Legendre
polynomials Pm` (x). For large aspect ratios R/L  1, the dominant contribution to the
Casimir free energy comes from ` ∼ R/L and m ∼
√
R/L [48–50]. Therefore, the nu-
merical implementation of the associated Legendre polynomials should be optimized for
` m.








Then the associated Legendre polynomials for arguments x ≥ 1 are real and non-negative
for all degrees and orders. Further properties of the associated Legendre polynomials are
described in appendix A.2.
Depending on ` and m, we use three different approaches to compute Pm` (x):
• For m = 0, the associated Legendre polynomials become ordinary Legendre poly-
nomials and can be evaluated using the algorithm described in section 5.3.
• If order and degree are close, `−m . 200, we use an upwards recurrence in `.
• Otherwise, a downwards recurrence in m is used.
5.4.1 Upwards recurrence in `
The associated Legendre polynomials Pm` (x) satisfy the recurrence relation (A.5c)
(`−m+ 1)Pm`+1(x) = (2`+ 1)xPm` (x)− (`+m)Pm`−1(x) (5.21)




(x2 − 1)m/2, (5.22a)
Pmm+1(x) = (2m+ 1)xP
m
m (x) . (5.22b)
The recurrence relation is stable in upwards direction. Since the recurrence requiresO(`−
m) steps, this approach is only efficient if degree and order are close.
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5.4.2 Downwards recurrence in m
For `−m & 200, it is more efficient to use the recurrence relation (A.5b)




starting from P`(x). The recurrence in m only requires O(m) steps, in contrast to the
recurrence (5.21) in ` which needs O(`−m) steps.
Unfortunately, the recurrence relation (5.23) is numerically unstable in upwards direction.
The difference of the two terms on the right hand side of (5.23) results in a loss of signifi-
cance. The solution to this problem is once more Miller’s algorithm [136, pp. 230–240] in
combination with a continued fraction. The ratio of Pm` (x) and P
m−1
` (x) can be computed





















(`−m− k + 1)(`+m+ k)(x2 − 1),
yk = (m+ k)x .
(5.25)
The notation and the numerical evaluation of continued fractions are described in Ref. [136,
pp. 169–173] or Ref. [91, §3.10]. The evaluation is analogous to the computation of the
modified Bessel functions In+1/2(x) for half-integer order.
5.4.3 Logarithmic derivative
For the fast evaluation of the integrals (4.17) described in section 5.6, the first and sec-
ond logarithmic derivative of the associated Legendre polynomials are needed. The first














x2 − 1 , (5.26)
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The fractions of associated Legendre polynomials with differing order can be computed









Interestingly, the associated Legendre polynomials for x > 1 and m > 0 obey the inequal-
ity
[Pm` (x)]
2 − Pm+1` (x)Pm−1` (x) ≥ 0 (5.29)
which is similar to Turán’s inequality
P`(x)
2 − P`−1(x)P`+1(x) ≥ 0 for n > 1, −1 ≤ x ≤ 1 . (5.30)
Similar inequalities have been found for other orthogonal polynomials like Gegenbauer,
Hermite, Laguerre or Bessel functions [139]. The inequality (5.29), however, seems to be
unknown in the literature. Using inequality (5.29), one can show that the second logarith-









(x2 − 1)2 ≤ 0 . (5.31)
As a consequence, the function log (Pm` (x)) is concave. A proof of (5.29) is given in ap-
pendix B.2.
5.5 Truncation of the vector space
The multipole basis {|`,m, P, s〉}with
` = 1, 2, 3, . . . , |m| ≤ `, P = {E,M}, s = {reg, out}, (5.32)
is a discrete and infinite basis. For a numerical evaluation, the vector space has to be
truncated according to `min ≤ ` ≤ `max. As discussed in more detail in chapter 3, in the
semiclassical approximation the localization principle [104] connects waves with angular
momenta ` 1 to localized rays defining an impact parameter b = `c/ξ. Impact parame-
ters b R correspond to rays that do not hit the sphere implying that angular momenta
` ξR/c yield a negligible contribution to the Casimir interaction. For small separations
L  R, we have κ ∼ 1/L which can be seen from the expression of the proximity force
approximation (3.35). As κ ∼ ξ/c, the main contribution comes from angular momentum
values ` . R/L. The same result has also been obtained by an asymptotic expansion of
the Casimir energy in the multipole basis [48–50].
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R/L = 10, T = 0
R/L = 200, T = 0
R/L = 200, T = 300K
Figure 5.1: Relative error ∆ due to the truncation of the vector space as a function of
η for different aspect ratios and temperatures. The relative error depends only weakly
on the aspect ratio or the temperature. All plots are for perfect reflectors.









where η controls the error caused by the truncation of the vector space. Larger values of η
yield a higher accuracy. From the high-temperature limit of Drude metals [51], one finds
that the maximum value on the diagonal of the round-trip matrix is roughly obtained at
` ' m
√

















for m > 0
(5.34)
and
`max = `min + `dim . (5.35)





due to the truncation of the vector space as a function of η for perfect reflectors. The
value of Fref has been obtained with a much higher accuracy using η = 20. As expected,
the relative error decreases as a function of η and depends only weakly on temperature
and the aspect ratio. The value of η required to achieve a certain relative error ∆ can be
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∆ 10−2 10−3 10−4 10−5 10−6 10−7 10−8
η 2.8 4 5.2 6.4 7.6 8.8 10
Table 5.1: Required value of η in order to achieve the relative error ∆.
estimated from Fig. 5.1. A fit of the points corresponding to T = 0, R/L = 200 yields
η ≈ −1.21 log10(∆) + 0.343 . (5.37)
The relative error ∆ decreases by an order of magnitude when η is increased by about 1.2.
For convenience, Tab. 5.1 lists the required value of η for some specific values of ∆. The
results presented in this section are in agreement with that of Ref. [26]. The results found
here also hold for more general materials than perfect reflectors.
For rather small aspect ratios R/L . 10, the semiclassical argument no longer holds and
the estimate (5.37) becomes invalid. In this case it is preferable to use a fixed value of `dim.
Since the numerical implementation is fast, one can simply use `dim = 100 for R/L ≤ 10.
5.6 Integration over k
We now turn to the numerical evaluation of the integrals (4.17) for ξ > 0. Employing the


























where we have introduced α = 2ξL/c for brevity. The Fresnel coefficients rp(iξ, k) are now
evaluated at k = (ξ/c)(x2 − 1)1/2. Since each matrix element of the round-trip operator
contains two integrals, computing the full round-trip matrix requires the evaluation of
O(`2dim) integrals.
In order to evaluate the integrals (5.38), we express the derivatives of the associated Leg-
endre polynomials as linear combinations of associated Legendre polynomials and use
Gaunt coefficients to express the integrals Am`1`2,p, B
m
`1`2,p
, and Cm`1`2,p as a combination
of only O(`dim) different integrals. For the numerical integration, we use an adaptive
Gauss–Kronrod quadrature formula. The quadrature works stable after the integrand is
scaled appropriately. We show that the integrand has one maximum and discuss how the
maximum and the width of the maximum can be estimated.
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5.6.1 Reducing the number of integrals
We postpone the discussion of m = 0 to the end of this section and first discuss the case




(`1 + 1)(`1 +m)(`2 + 1)(`2 +m)
(2`1 + 1)(2`2 + 1)
Jm`1−1,`2−1,p
− `1(`1 −m+ 1)(`2 + 1)(`2 +m)
(2`1 + 1)(2`2 + 1)
Jm`1+1,`2−1,p
− (`1 + 1)(`1 +m)`2(`2 −m+ 1)
(2`1 + 1)(2`2 + 1)
Jm`1−1,`2+1,p
+
`1(`1 −m+ 1)`2(`2 −m+ 1)




















`2 (x) . (5.40)
The product of two associated Legendre polynomials can be expressed as a linear combi-








`1+`2−2q(x), qmax = min
(
`1, `2,




where cq denotes a Gaunt coefficient. The efficient computation of the Gaunt coefficients cq
using a recursive approach is described in Ref. [140]. Expressing the product of associated














x2 − 1 P
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, and Cm`1`2,p can be expressed as linear combinations
of O(`dim) integrals Lmn,p.





2 − 1)e−αxP ′`1(x)P ′`2(x) (5.44)
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vanishes. Using P ′`(x) =
√















−αxP 2n(x) . (5.46)
5.6.2 Shape of integrand and estimate of Lmn,p
The shape of the integrand ofLmn,p and an estimate of the value of the integral are necessary
to scale the integrand appropriately for a numerical integration. The integrand of Lmn,p
typically has one peak. The position of the maximum can be computed using Newton’s
method to find the root of the derivative of the integrand. The width of the maximum and
the value of Lmn,p may be estimated using the saddle-point approximation (3.19).
























for m > 0
. (5.48)
The function f(x) depends on n, m, and p, but to keep the notation simple we omit the
indices. In the following, we assume that the Fresnel coefficient rp varies only slowly with
x. Also, we restrict ourselves to m > 0, the behavior of Lmn,p(α) for m = 0 is very similar.
The first and second derivative of f with respect to x are given by








x2 − 1 , (5.49a)









(x2 − 1)2 . (5.49b)
Due to (5.31) the second derivative is positive for m > 1 and f(x) is strictly convex. Using
(A.11) for the behavior of the associated Legendre polynomials for x→ 1 and x→∞, one
can show that f(x) has one unique minimum in x ∈ (1,∞) for m > 1. We will discuss the
case m = 1 at the end of this section.
The position xmin of the minimum of f is determined by f ′(xmin) = 0. This equation can
be solved efficiently for xmin using Newton’s method [136, pp. 362–368]. In the vicinity
of xmin, Newton’s method converges quadratically. In order to obtain a good initial guess
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) e(n+ 12) arccoshx (5.50)
and find for the first derivative










= 0 . (5.51)






If x0 . 1, the assumption xmin  1 breaks down and another initial guess has to be chosen.
In this case x0 = 1 + n2/2α2 gives a good estimate.






where the Fresnel coefficient rp(iξ, k) is evaluated at k = (ξ2/c2)
√
x2min − 1. The width of
the peak such that the integrand at x = xmin ±∆(ε) is approximately ε times the value of
the maximum, is given by
∆(ε) ' − log ε√
f ′′(xmin)
. (5.54)
Fig. 5.2 depicts the integrand of Lmn,p for different values of n,m, α, for p = TM and perfect
reflectors. The solid line corresponds to the integrand of Lmn,p, the dashed line corresponds
to the Gaussian approximation used by the saddle-point method. For the examples shown
in Fig. 5.2a–c, the approximation gives good estimates of the behavior of the integrands.
Moreover, one can check that the estimate x0 of the maximum of the integrand is good in
all cases.










dx rpg(x), g(x) = e
−αxP ′′n (x) . (5.55)
We assume that the Fresnel coefficient rp varies slowly with respect to x and study the
behavior of g(x). As all derivatives of ordinary Legendre polynomials are positive for
x ≥ 1, the function g(x) is positive in the integration interval. For x → ∞ the integrand
vanishes, g(x → ∞) → 0, and in the limit x → 1 the integrand goes to a constant g(1) =
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n = 100, m = 2, α = 1a)

















n = 100, m = 2, α = 400b)

















n = 100, m = 50, α = 5c)















n = 30, m = 1, α = 170d)
Figure 5.2: Integrand of Lmn,p for perfect reflectors, p = TM, and different values of n,
m, and α. The solid line corresponds to the integrand, the dashed line corresponds to
the Gaussian approximation.









−αP ′′n (x) + P ′′′n (x)
)
. (5.56)
Since−αP ′′n (x) is monotonically decreasing with x and P ′′′n (x) is monotonically increasing
with x, the function g has at most one local maximum in the integration interval. The
integrand attains its maximum at x = 1 if g′(1) ≤ 0, otherwise g(x) has one local maximum
in x ∈ (1,∞). With the first and second derivative of the Legendre polynomials at x = 1
(A.17)
P ′′n (1) =
(n− 1)n(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
8
, (5.57a)
P ′′′n (1) =
(n− 2)(n− 1)n(n+ 1)(n+ 2)(n+ 3)
48
, (5.57b)
one finds that g′(1) ≤ 0 for (n − 2)(n + 3)/6 ≤ α. In this case, the integrand attains its
maximum at x = 1 and g(x) is a monotonically decreasing function. In all other cases, the
integrand of L1n,p has exactly one local maximum. Fig. 5.2d shows the integrand of L1n,p
for a case when the integrand is a monotonically decreasing function.
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5.6.3 Numerical integration
In order to evaluate the integral Lmn,p numerically, we split the range of integration in three
sub-intervals [1, a], [a, b] and [b,∞). The borders a and b are chosen such that the main
contribution to the integral comes from the interval [a, b]. Also, with the approximation
















This representation is suitable for a numerical evaluation. The integrals are integrated
using an adaptive integration scheme. We use CQUADPACK [142] which is a port of
the FORTRAN 77 library QUADPACK [143] to C. For the second integral, an adaptive
quadrature based on 21-point Gauss-Kronrod quadrature within each sub-interval is used.
For the intervals (1, a) and (b,∞), it is sufficient to use a lower point adaptive Gauss-
Kronrod quadrature. Also, for the integral (b,∞) it is useful to make the substitution
z = αx, so that the integrand decreases of order O(1).
5.6.4 Analytical results for Lmn,p(α)
For perfect reflectors the Fresnel coefficients are mere numbers and the integrals Lmn,p can
be solved analytically. However, it seems that no simple closed form for arbitrary values
of n andm exists. Here, we list some analytical results that are especially useful for testing
the numerical integration.























The Legendre polynomial and its derivative evaluated at x = 1 are given by (A.17), the






























(n+ 1)(n+ 2)Kn+1/2(α)− 2αKn+3/2(α)
]
] (5.61)





(x2 − 1)m/2, (5.62)
the integral Lm2m,p yields











In principle all integrals can be evaluated analytically, but the expressions become more
and more cumbersome.
5.7 Computation of the determinant
The determinants of the scattering matrices 1−M̂m can be evaluated efficiently using the
algorithm suited for hierarchical off-diagonal low-rank (HODLR) matrices [125] described
in section 4.6. We use the public implementation [130] of the algorithm written by the
authors of Ref. [125]. The computation of the determinant might be sped up further using a
version of the algorithm adapted to symmetric positive-definite hierarchical matrices [128].
The authors of Ref. [128] also provide a public implementation [145]. However, due to
lack of time, it has been not possible yet to adapt the numerics to this algorithm.
In order to test the accuracy of the HODLR approach, the numerical implementation also
supports the computation of the determinants using Cholesky, LU or QR decomposition.
The QR and LU decomposition work for general matrices and do not require specific
properties of the matrix. In general, a LU decomposition is about twice as fast as a QR
decomposition, while a Cholesky decomposition of a symmetric and positive definite
matrix is about twice as fast as an LU decomposition. The Cholesky decomposition has
the form
1− M̂m(ξ) = LTL, (5.64)
where L is a lower triangular matrix. After factorization, the logarithm of the determinant












log (Ljj) . (5.65)
The computation using QR or LU decomposition works similarly. We use the implemen-
tation of the QR, LU and Cholesky decomposition provided by LAPACK [131].
If the matrix elements of the round-trip operator are small, M̂m`1`2(P1, P2) 1, computing
the diagonal elements of the scattering matrix 1−M̂m might result in a loss of significance.
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To avoid this problem, we expand the logarithm in a Mercator series





= − trA+R, (5.66)
where we have introduced the abbreviation A = M̂m. Here, Aj denotes the jth matrix
power ofA. The trace ofA provides an approximation for the logarithm of the determinant







As all eigenvalues λj of A are positive, the contribution of R is negative and the trace
gives an upper bound
log det(1−A) ≤ − trA . (5.68)
Moreover, since the eigenvalues are bounded by 0 ≤ λj ≤ 1, it follows that tr(Aj) ≤




















1− trA . (5.69)
For trA  1, the relative error using the trace approximation is given by trA/2. This
means that if the trace is sufficiently small, the trace approximation can be used to avoid
a loss of significance and to speed up the computation.
5.8 Differentiation
The scattering approach provides an exact formula for the Casimir free interaction energy.




and the Casimir force gradient




are more accessible. In order to compute the force and the force gradient, one has to derive
the free energy with respect to the separation L.
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where (A′)jk = ∂∂xAjk. Similarly, the second derivative is given by
∂2
∂x2





This method is in principle well suited for hierarchical matrices: After the factorization of
A, both the matrix inversion and the matrix product can be computed efficiently.
Unfortunately, the HODLR library [130] does not support matrix inversion. Instead, we
evaluate the free energy F on an equidistant grid and use finite difference formulae [146]
to compute the first and second derivative numerically. Unfortunately, finite difference
formulae are ill-conditioned. In order to achieve a good accuracy for the Casimir force and
force gradient, the free energy needs to be computed with high accuracy and one needs
to use a difference formula of high order. We mainly use the symmetric finite difference
formulae of orders 6 and 8. A detailed discussion about difficulties and errors of numerical
differentiation can be found in Ref. [136, pp. 186–189].
5.9 Numerical tests
The numerical evaluation of the Casimir free energy in the plane-sphere geometry is a
complicated task. On the one hand, the implementation needs to be fast and efficient to
reach large aspect ratios. On the other hand, the implementation must ensure that results
are correct within controllable error bounds for all parameters of interest. In order to
ensure that the numerical implementation works correctly, the code has been tested thor-
oughly using unit tests, and numerical results have been compared with results known
in the literature.
We use unit tests to check simple functions of the numerical implementation. In particular,
the Fresnel coefficients (810), the Mie coefficients (910), the modified Bessel functions (572),
and the associated Legendre functions (1412) are tested against high-accuracy results
obtained using Mathematica [147]. Here, the number in brackets denotes the number of
unit tests. Whenever the code was modified, the unit tests were run to make sure that the
changes did not break any of these functions.
The numerical integration of Lmn,p has been tested against the analytical results presented
in section 5.6.4. The computation of the determinant using the HODLR approach has been
compared with results obtained using the Cholesky decomposition. The high-temperature
limit for the plasma model has been tested against a much simpler implementation written
in Python.
In addition, we have compared our numerical data with analytical and numerical results
known in the literature: For small aspect ratios and perfect reflectors, the numerical results
agree with the analytical long-distance expansion [26, 148]. As shown in Fig. 5.3, we find
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Figure 5.3: Relative error of the numerically computed free energy Fnumerical for Drude
metals in the high-temperature limit as a function of the inverse aspect ratio. The
numerical data are compared with the exact expression for the free energy Fexact given
in Ref. [51]. The truncation of the vector space was chosen as `dim = max(100, ηR/L)
with η = 10. For L/R  10−1, the error is dominated by the truncation of the vector
space which is of the order 10−9 in agreement with the results presented in section
5.5. For L/R  10−1, the numerical error is dominated by the computation of the
determinant using the algorithm for HODLR matrices, cf. section 4.6. The accuracy
of the computation of the determinant in the numerical implementation is chosen as
10−13.
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excellent agreement with the exact analytical result for the Drude model in the high-
temperature limit [51]. Moreover, we also find the first leading correction to the PFA for
perfect reflectors in the high-temperature limit [52]. For zero temperature, our numerical
results agree with the leading correction to the PFA for perfect reflectors [49, 101], as well
as the Drude and plasma model [50], cf. chapter 6. Finally, for the Drude prescription at
room temperature, our results presented in chapter 7 are consistent with those obtained
from the derivative expansion [102, 149].
Our careful testing also revealed problems in other libraries: We have found bugs in










Corrections beyond the proximity
force approximation at zero
temperature
In the last two chapters, we have presented the ideas and concepts that make it possible
to extend the range of numerically accessible aspect ratios to R/L ∼ 103. This allows
us to compare numerically exact results with results obtained using the proximity force
approximation (PFA), and to assess deviations from it for aspect ratios used in typical ex-
periments. While we consider the experimentally important configuration of gold metals
at ambient temperature in the next chapter, we here focus on the zero temperature limit.
The Casimir interaction is caused by a combination of zero-point fluctuations and thermal
fluctuations. For non-zero temperature, thermal fluctuations cause logarithmic correc-
tions to the PFA for perfect reflectors and metals described by the Drude and the plasma
model [51, 52]. For T = 0, the leading order correction to the PFA has been obtained by
means of an asymptotic expansion of the scattering formula [49, 50], and using the deriva-
tive expansion [101]. It turns out that the first correction to the PFA result is linear in the
inverse aspect ratio L/R. As we will show in the following, for perfect reflectors and met-
als described by the Drude and the plasma model, the next-to-leading-order correction to
the PFA is proportional to (L/R)3/2.
6.1 Perfect reflectors
For perfect reflectors at zero temperature, the only length scales are the separation L be-
tween plane and sphere, and the radius R of the sphere. The Casimir energy E multiplied
by the separation L is a function that only depends on the aspect ratio R/L. This can
be verified from the scattering formula (4.5) with the matrix elements of the round-trip
operator in the multipole basis (4.16), (4.17). Within the proximity force approximation
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The first correction to the PFA for perfect reflectors was calculated by Bordag and Niko-
laev [48]. They found a linear and logarithmic corrections in L/R to the PFA result. How-
ever, due to a sign error, their result was incorrect. In a recalculation Teo together with the













≈ −1.69309 . (6.2)
The linear correction also agrees with a result obtained using the derivative expansion [101].
Using a Padé approximation of numerical data at large distances together with the linear
















+ . . .
)
, θ2 ≈ −4.52, (6.3)
for the correction to the PFA.
In Fig. 6.1a, we plot the correction 1 − E/EPFA to the PFA as a function of the inverse
aspect ratio L/R. The data have been computed with a truncation of the vector space
given by `dim = ηR/L and η = 10, cf. section 5.5. For the largest aspect ratio R/L = 4 000
shown in the figure, more than 56 000 determinants of dimension 80 000 × 80 000 have
been computed. The numerical error of the data is dominated by the numerical integration
over the Matsubara frequencies ξ, and for L/R . 0.002 the error is of the order 5× 10−8.
As expected, the data approach the linear correction given by (6.2) for large aspect ratios.
In Fig. 6.1b, we plot the correction to the PFA, but now we also subtract the linear term
θ1L/R. The circles and triangles correspond to numerical results, while the dashed line
represents the correction (6.3) obtained in Ref. [101] using a Padé approximation. The
agreement of the dashed line with our data is poor. As the slopes of the numerical data
and the dashed line do not coincide, the mismatch is independent of the value of θ2,
suggesting that the correction is not of the form (6.3). In addition, we have considered
terms of the form θ2(L/R)n logm(L/R) with integers 0 ≤ n,m ≤ 5 for the next-to-leading-
order correction to the PFA. However, all functions yield poor fits of the numerical data,
suggesting that the correction has a different form.
In order to find the correct form of the correction to the PFA, we analyze the power law
of the numerical points in Fig. 6.1b. It turns out that for small values of L/R, the data are
well described by ∝ (L/R)3/2. This suggests an expansion of the correction in powers of




















2, θ2 = 2.65, θ3 = −4.65
multipole data (not used for fit)













−θ1x, θ1 = 13 − 20π2
multipole data
(a)
Figure 6.1: (a) Correction to the PFA for perfect reflectors as a function of the inverse
aspect ratio L/R at zero temperature. Circles correspond to numerical data, the full
line is the linear correction (6.2) to the PFA. For large aspect ratios, the numerical points
approach the linear correction. (b) Same plot as in (a) but with the linear correction
subtracted. Circles and triangles correspond to numerical data, the dashed line is the
correction (6.3) obtained in Ref. [101] using a Padé approximation. The full line corre-
sponds to a fit using the data points shown as red triangles. The numerical error for
the points L/R ≤ 0.002 is of the order 5× 10−8.
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3 multipole (used for fit)
multipole (not used for fit)
θ2 + θ3ρ, θ2 = 2.646, θ3 = −4.65
Figure 6.2: Corrections to the PFA beyond the linear term divided by (L/R)3/2 as a
function of ρ = (L/R)1/2 for perfect reflectors. The circles and triangles correspond to




= 1 + θ1x+ θ2x
3/2 + θ3x

















the parameters θ2 and θ3 can be obtained using a linear fit. There are two sources of error
for the fit, the truncation error caused by neglecting higher order terms, and the numerical
error due to the finite accuracy of the numerics. As the numerical error is small, we use
points with large aspect ratios in order to reduce the truncation error. In Fig. 6.2, we plot
the left-hand side of (6.5) as a function of ρ. If the next-to-leading order correction to the
PFA is proportional to x3/2, the data should approach a finite value in the limit x → 0.
In contrast, if the correction is not of the form (6.4), the data should approach either 0 or
diverge. As can be seen in Fig. 6.2, the data in fact approach a non-zero constant. From a
fit using the points L/R ≤ 0.001, we find for the coefficients
θ2 = 2.65, θ3 = −4.65 . (6.6)
Due to numerical and truncation errors, the values of θ2 and θ3 slightly depend on the
points chosen for the fit. From fits with different degrees and using different points, we
find that θ2 varies up to about 2%, and θ3 varies up to about 15%. A more accurate deter-
mination of the coefficients requires data points at larger aspect ratios in order to reduce
the truncation error.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Linear correction θ1 as a function of ωPL/c for the plasma model com-
puted using the formulae given in Ref. [50]. The dashed line corresponds to the limit of
perfect reflectors, θ1 = 1/3− 20/π2. (b) The coefficient θ2 of the next-to-leading order
correction to the PFA for the plasma model as a function of ωPL/c obtained using our
numerics. The crosses have been computed using fits. The dashed line corresponds to
the limit of perfect reflectors found in section 6.1, θ2 ≈ 2.65. For large values of ωPL/c,
the points approach ≈ 2.63 which differs slightly from the result for perfect reflectors
because of numerical errors. The solid line serves as a guide for the eye.
6.2 Plasma model
The assumption of perfect reflectors is a very idealized one. We now study whether the
next-to-leading order correction to the PFA is still of the form θ2x3/2 for more realistic
dielectric functions. The simplest model respecting the high-frequency transparency of
metals is the plasma model. For the plasma model, the coefficient θ1 depends only on
ωPL/c [50]. In the limit ωP → ∞, the coefficient θ1 approaches the result for perfect
reflectors, θ1 → 1/3 − 20/π2, and for arbitrary values of ωPL/c, the value of θ1 has been
derived analytically by Teo [50]. Fig. 6.3a depicts the coefficient θ1 as a function of ωPL/c.
The dashed line in the figure corresponds to the value of θ1 for perfect reflectors, i.e., for
ωP → ∞. Interestingly, the leading order correction θ1 to the PFA is minimal for perfect
reflectors.
In Fig. 6.4, we plot the correction to the PFA beyond the linear term as a function of the
inverse aspect ratio L/R for ωPL/c = 25. The circles and triangles are numerical data,
the full line corresponds to the function θ2x3/2 + θ3x2. As in the case of perfect reflectors,
the coefficients θ2 and θ3 have been determined using a fit of the numerical points with
L/R ≤ 0.001. In both cases, the fits are in good agreement with the numerical data for
about two orders of magnitude. For L/R & 0.05, higher corrections become important
and the numerical data deviate from the fit. Most importantly, the Casimir energy is also
of the form (6.4) for the plasma model, and the correction θ2x3/2 is not a peculiarity of
idealized boundary conditions.
Fig. 6.3b depicts the coefficient θ2 as a function of ωPL/c. Each data point has been ob-
tained using a fit as described above. The points used for the fit for ωPL/c = 25 are shown



















2, θ2 = 2.79, θ3 = −4.71




Figure 6.4: Corrections to the PFA for the plasma model beyond the linear term as a
function of x = L/R for ωPL/c = 25. Circles and triangles correspond to numerical
data, the full line is a fit using the red triangles. The value of the linear correction θ1
has been obtained using the formulae in Ref. [50].
as red triangles in Fig. 6.4, for all other values of ωPL/c, we have used the points
L/R =
{
0.001, 0.0009, 0.0008, 0.0007, 0.0006
}
. (6.7)
For ωP → ∞ the coefficient θ2 should approach the value of perfect reflectors plotted as
dashed line in Fig. 6.3b. In fact, the points do not exactly approach the result for perfect
reflectors. While we found θ2 ≈ 2.65 in the last section, the points in Fig. 6.3b approach
θ2 ≈ 2.63 in the limit ωPL/c → ∞. The reason for this is that the values of θ2 have
been obtained with fits using points with smaller aspect ratios than in the case of perfect
reflectors. This causes a larger error of θ2, thus explaining the slight mismatch in Fig. 6.3b.
6.3 Drude model
In the Drude model, the coefficient θ1 depends on the separation L, the plasma frequency
ωP, and the relaxation frequency γ. However, θ1 is independent of the radius R. For this
reason, we plot in Fig. 6.5 the correction to the PFA beyond the linear term divided by
x3/2 for fixed separation L = 150 nm as a function of ρ =
√
x. The plasma frequency ωP
and the relaxation frequency γ correspond to gold, ~ωP = 9 eV and ~γ = 35 meV. The
value of γ is given for room temperature, in general the relaxation frequency depends on
temperature [151, 152]. The points take on a local maximum at ρ ≈ 0.047. A linear fit of
the three points with largest aspect ratio yields θ2 ≈ 2.12. As the points used for the fit
are rather close to the maximum, the actual value of θ2 is probably a bit smaller than 2.12.
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Figure 6.5: Corrections to the PFA beyond the linear term divided by ρ3 as a function of
ρ = (L/R)1/2 for the Drude model. The circles and triangles correspond to numerical
data. The full line is a linear fit using the red triangles. The data have been obtained
for a fixed separation L = 150 nm varying the radius R. The parameters for the Drude
model correspond to typical values of gold, ~ωP = 9 eV and ~γ = 35 meV. The value
of θ1 ≈ −1.8325715 has been obtained using the formulae in Ref. [50]. The inset shows
the same data with a different scale for the y-axis.
The inset in Fig. 6.5 depicts the same data but with a different scale for the y-axis. This
representation emphasizes the fact that it is unlikely that the points approach 0 in the limit
L/R → 0. We therefore conclude that the next-to-leading-order correction to the PFA in
the Drude model has the same form (6.4) as in the plasma model or for perfect reflectors.
The fact that for zero temperature the next-to-leading order correction to the PFA scales
as x3/2 is remarkable. The expansion of the Casimir energy for scalar fields [98] and for
the electromagnetic field [48–50] is actually an asymptotic expansion in powers of
√
x.
For symmetry reasons, the first correction to the PFA is not proportional to
√
x but lin-
ear in x [48, 98]. The integrands containing
√
x terms are odd in the integration variable.
Since the integration limits are symmetric, the respective integrals vanish. Nevertheless,
it is unclear why this symmetry argument no longer holds for higher corrections. Com-
monly, it is believed that the correction following the linear term is either quadratic x2 or
of logarithmic form xn log x [100–102]. Both terms are, however, incompatible with our
numerical data.
Yet another method to derive corrections to the PFA is provided by the derivative expan-
sion [53, 100]. The derivative expansion describes the Casimir energy as a functional of the
shape of the interacting bodies. The first correction to the PFA can then be obtained by the
derivatives describing the shape of the surfaces, as has been done for the plane-sphere ge-
ometry [101]. In principle, this method also allows one to derive higher corrections taking
into account higher derivatives. However, the derivative expansion incorrectly predicts
a term proportional to x2. The failure of the derivative expansion gives some hints for
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possible physical reasons for the occurrence of the x3/2 correction. The derivative expan-
sion considers only the hemisphere facing the plane and contains only local information
about the geometry. This suggests that the correction θ2x3/2 might be caused by non-local
effects [100] and/or due to the hemisphere averted from the plate.
In the next chapter, we study the corrections to the PFA for real metals at room tempera-





In this chapter, we calculate the Casimir force and the force gradient for gold surfaces
at room temperature with parameters corresponding to the experiments reported in
Refs. [9, 10, 38, 42]. We compare our numerically exact results with those obtained within
the proximity force approximation (PFA) employed in the analysis of all Casimir force
experiments reported in the literature so far. For the zero Matsubara frequency, we use
both the Drude model and the dissipationless plasma model. We find that the correction
to the PFA is too small to explain the discrepancy between the experimental data and the
PFA result based on the Drude model.
In Ref. [38], the force-gradient variation with the sphere radius R was probed experimen-
tally, and an upper bound for the correction was derived. It turns out that for the plasma
model, the corrections to the PFA lie well outside the experimental bound obtained. The
corresponding corrections based on the Drude model are significantly smaller but still in
violation of the experimental bound for small distances between plane and sphere.
Although the PFA provides the correct leading divergence in the limit of large aspect
ratios R/L → ∞, as shown in chapter 3, the magnitude of the correction to the PFA
under real experimental conditions was not known until now. On the theoretical side,
recent advances were based either on asymptotic expansions valid in the particular case
of perfect reflectors at zero temperature [49] or on the derivative expansion approach [100–
102]. The latter relies on a re-summation of the perturbative expansion around the planar
geometry. Its application to compact objects like the sphere thus relies on the assumption
that only the hemisphere facing the plate contributes when R/L 1 [53]. Moreover, the
derivative expansion requires analyticity of the perturbative kernel, a condition not met
for the zero-frequency contribution when taking the plasma model [153].
None of these approaches allow for a direct comparison with the experimental bound
derived in Ref. [38], since they provide only the leading-order correction to the PFA result.
In fact, the next-to-leading-order correction might be comparable to the leading-order one
for typical experimental aspect ratios R/L ∼ 103, as for instance in the case of Drude
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metals at high temperatures [51]. A recent proposal combines the leading-order correc-
tion for the positive Matsubara frequencies and the exact result for the zero frequency
contribution in the case of Drude metals [149]. However, no such result is available for
the plasma model.












Figure 7.1: Frequency dependence of
the permittivity of gold used in the
numerical calculations. The vertical
solid line indicates the first Matsub-
ara frequency ξ1 while the dotted line
indicates the plasma frequency ωP.
We will focus on gold surfaces [9, 10, 38, 42] at room
temperature T = 295 K. The permittivity of gold at
imaginary frequencies entering the reflection coeffi-
cients can be derived from tabulated optical data [79]
as explained in section 2.6. For gold, we find from
the optical data the plasma frequency ~ωP = 9 eV
and the relaxation frequency ~γ = 30 meV which,
differ slightly from the values ~ωP = 8.9 eV and
~γ = 35.7 meV used to analyze the experiment in
Ref. [9]. As shown in Fig. 7.1, the frequency range
covered by this procedure includes all required Mat-
subara frequencies ξn except for n = 0.
The treatment of the zero frequency is a matter of on-
going debate in the Casimir community. Commonly,
experiments have been analyzed using either the
Drude prescription or the plasma prescription. In
both prescriptions, the dielectric function obtained
from the tabulated optical data is used for all Mat-
subara frequencies but ξ0 = 0. For the zero frequency, either the Drude or the plasma
model as introduced in section 2.5 is employed.
Since for n = 0 no polarization mixing occurs [154], TM and TE modes contribute in-
dependently. The TM mode for both models is perfectly reflected by the plane and the
sphere, and thus its contribution to the Casimir free energy only depends on the aspect
ratio R/L. In contrast, the contribution for the TE mode depends on the model chosen.
While for the Drude model no contribution arises [73], the contribution for the plasma
model is non-vanishing and also depends on the plasma frequency ωP [122]. As a conse-
quence, the difference between the Drude and the plasma prescription arises merely from
the TE mode at zero frequency.
Whereas the Drude model accounts for dissipation and thus yields a finite dc conduc-
tivity, the plasma model predicts an infinite dc conductivity. Surprisingly, a number of
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experiments are in agreement with the plasma prescription [9, 10, 39, 40, 42]. In particu-
lar, the Drude prescription has been experimentally excluded at a 95% confidence level
for separations between 223 and 350 nm in Ref. [40], and at a 99.9% confidence level for
separations between 210 and 620 nm in Refs. [9, 10]. In a few cases experimental support
for the Drude prescription has been claimed [30, 31], but also questioned [46, 47].
Theoretically, it has been argued that the use of the Drude model results in negative en-
tropies and a violation of the Nernst heat theorem [155–157]. Since the Casimir entropy is
an interaction entropy, negative entropies are not in contradiction to thermodynamics [74].
In fact, negative Casimir entropies also occur for perfect reflectors in the plane-sphere
geometry [158], and for perfect reflectors and the plasma model in the sphere-sphere ge-
ometry [159]. However, the entropy should still satisfy the Nernst heat theorem. While
the Drude model violates the Nernst heat theorem for perfect lattices [157], the theorem
is not violated for lattices with impurities [160]. Moreover, it has been argued that the
Drude model leads to Joule heating which violates the assumption of thermal equilib-
rium used to derive the Lifshitz formula [20]. Therefore, it has been suggested that the
scattering approach might not be valid for dissipative materials [161]. On the other hand,
it has been shown that the scattering formula also holds for dissipative objects [92]. In
addition, Ref. [76] argues that even in the plasma model the TE mode does not contribute
to the Casimir free energy. Furthermore, since the plate in experiments is grounded, it
has been argued that the zero frequency should be described by Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions [162]. For small separations, however, Dirichlet and Drude boundary conditions
give the same result to leading order [162]. All in all, there is no agreement yet on how
the zero-frequency contribution should be accounted for.
7.2 Corrections beyond the proximity force approximation
We calculate the Casimir force F = −∂F/∂L and compare the results with the proximity
force approximation FPFA = 2πRFPP(L)/A, where FPP(L)/A is the Casimir free energy
per unit area for parallel plates at a distance L. In particular, we focus on an experiment
by Krause et al. which derived an upper bound for deviations from the PFA [38]. Within
the derivative expansion approach, the leading correction to the PFA is of the form
F
FPFA
− 1 = β(L)L
R
+ . . . , (7.1)
with the coefficient β(L) being independent of R [100]. The sub-leading corrections might
contain logarithmic terms, as for instance in the case of high temperatures [51, 52]. For the
special case of perfect reflectors and zero temperature, the coefficient β is independent of
L and given by βPRT=0 = 1/6− 10/π2 ≈ −0.847 [49, 101].
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Figure 7.2: Beyond-PFA corrections to (a) the force and (b) the force gradient are shown
as function of the distance between sphere and plane. We multiply the correction by
the aspect ratio R/L. The upper three and lower three lines refer to the Drude and
plasma prescription, respectively. The dashed horizontal lines indicate the results for
perfect reflectors at zero temperature, corresponding to the constant coefficients βPRT=0
and β′PRT=0 for the force and force gradient, respectively, as defined in the text. In the
lower panel, the grey area marks the parameter range for the force gradient excluded
experimentally at the 95% confidence level [38]. (Same plot as in Ref. [54] but for
slightly different radii.)
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In order to test (7.1) and obtain a numerical approximation for β(L),we plot in Fig. 7.2a the
variation of (R/L)(F/FPFA− 1) with the distance L for radii R = 10.5, 52.3, and 148.2µm.
The values chosen correspond to the sphere radii measured in Ref. [38]. The upper three
curves correspond to the Drude prescription while the lower three curves correspond to
the plasma prescription. The dashed line indicates the value of βPRT=0. According to (7.1),
the correction to the force scaled with R/L should approach β(L) and be independent
of R for sufficiently small values of L/R. This is indeed the case when considering the
Drude prescription for L . 400 nm and the sphere radii shown in Fig. 7.2. As the distance
increases, the curves representing different radii start to deviate from each other. This
behavior can be associated with the contribution of sub-leading corrections which become
comparatively more important as L increases. At a fixed temperature, larger distances
result in an increase of the relative contribution of the zero Matsubara frequency [51],
for which the sub-leading correction is comparable to the leading one for the parameters
represented in the figure.
On the other hand, when taking the plasma prescription for the zero-frequency contribu-
tion, the curves corresponding to different values ofR, shown in the lower part of Fig. 7.2a,
are well separated from each other, indicating that the correction to the PFA is not of the
form (7.1) in this case. The contributions from the Matsubara frequencies with n 6= 0 are
exactly the same for the two models. Hence the difference shown in Fig. 7.2a is entirely
due to the TE zero-frequency contribution present in the plasma prescription but not in
the Drude prescription.
The zero-frequency contribution becomes relatively more important as L increases, sep-
arating the plasma curves from each other and from the Drude curve. The derivative ex-
pansion approach fails in the plasma model at finite temperatures precisely because of the
non-analytical nature of the perturbative kernel corresponding to the TE zero-frequency
contribution [153], thus resulting in the structure shown in the lower part of Fig. 7.2a. We
also remark that in contrast to what is frequently believed, the case of perfect reflectors at
zero temperature, indicated by the horizontal dashed line in Fig. 7.2a, does not provide
an upper bound for the magnitude of the force correction for L & 100 nm due to the
contribution of the TE zero-frequency mode in the plasma model.
The magnitude of the correction to the PFA result was experimentally investigated in
Ref. [38]. The Casimir force gradient F ′ = −∂2F/∂L2 was measured for different sphere
radii, and a linear dependence with 1/R similar to (7.1) was proposed
F ′
F ′PFA
− 1 = β′(L) L
R
+ . . . . (7.2)
While the authors of Ref. [38] were unable to measure the correction term, they nonetheless
derived the upper bound |β′(L)| < 0.4 at the 95% confidence level for separations L
between 164 and 300 nm. In Fig. 7.2b, we plot the variation of (R/L)(F ′/F ′PFA − 1) as a
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function of the separation L for the same radii used in Fig. 7.2a. This quantity provides
an approximation for the coefficient β′(L) as long as the results are independent of R.
The shaded area represents values for the correction excluded by the experiment [38],
while the dashed line indicates the correction for perfect reflectors at T = 0 given by
β′PRT=0 = (2/3)β
PR
T=0 ≈ −0.564 [49, 101].
For L . 400 nm the Drude as well as the plasma prescription violate the experimental
bound, although the maximum violation for the Drude prescription at L ≈ 150 nm corre-
sponding to β′ ≈ −0.46 is significantly smaller than the violation found for the plasma
prescription. Note, however, that the plasma and Drude curves get closer to each other as
the distance decreases below 200 nm, as expected in the low temperature regime, with the
zero frequency providing a relatively smaller contribution.
As in the discussion of the correction to the force, the results for different radii shown
in Fig. 7.2b are very close to each other and to the results obtained within the derivative
expansion approach [102, 149] when taking the Drude prescription. In this case, our
results show that sub-leading corrections are negligible for the experimental conditions
of Refs. [9, 10, 38, 42], which correspond to aspect ratios in the range R/L ∼ 102 − 103. As
a consequence, the corrections can be directly obtained within the derivative expansion
approach [102, 149]. However, for the plasma prescription the derivative expansion clearly
underestimates the correction, particularly for the largest radius shown in Fig. 7.2b, and
the leading order correction is not proportional to 1/R.
In order to better understand the dependence on the sphere radius, we plot in Figs. 7.3a
and 7.3c the force and force gradient corrections, respectively, as function of 1/R. For the
plasma prescription, the force corrections are typically close to or above the percent level
for the conditions of the experiment [42] where 1/R = 0.0242µm−1. More importantly
for this experiment, the corrections to the force gradient are typically below 1% for sub-
micrometer distances. In Figs. 7.3b and 7.3d the corrections to the force and force gradient,
respectively, are scaled by R/L. While for the Drude prescription the data follow rather
closely a 1/R dependence, the results for the plasma prescription indicate a more singular
approach to the PFA limit as 1/R→ 0.
7.3 Comparison with experimental data
All experiments reported in the literature so far have been compared with theory using
the proximity force approximation. We now compare for the first time experimental data
obtained for the force gradient in Ref. [38] with numerically exact results computed using
the scattering formula. The experimental data were kindly provided by Ricardo Decca.
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Figure 7.3: Beyond-PFA corrections to the (a,b) force and (c,d) force gradient are shown
as function of the inverse sphere radius. While in panels (a) and (c) the relative cor-
rections are displayed, the data in panels (b) and (d) have been scaled by R/L. The
plane-sphere distances are L = 200 nm (◦), 400 nm (), and 600 nm (4). Solid lines
with open symbols refer to the Drude prescription (D) while dashed lines with filled
symbols refer to the plasma prescription (P). (From [54])
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Figure 7.4: The force gradient F ′ for gold metals at room temperature T = 295 K
normalized by the result of the PFA for perfect reflectors at T = 0 is shown as a function
of the separation L for sphere radii (a) R = 148.2µm and (b) R = 10.5µm. The circles
correspond to experimental data obtained in Ref. [38]. The solid lines represent the
exact numerical computation, the dashed lines have been obtained within the PFA.
The experimental data were kindly provided by Ricardo Decca.
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In Fig. 7.4, we show the force gradient for radii (a) R = 148.2µm and (b) R = 10.5µm







as a function of the separation L. The circles correspond to the experimental data, the
full lines represent our numerical results, and the dashed lines are the PFA results. At
large separations the experimental error is significantly larger than at small separations,
causing the dispersion of the data points seen in the figure. Unfortunately, we do not
have error bars for the experimental data. For the sphere of radius R = 148.2µm shown
in Fig. 7.4a, the results obtained using the scattering formula and within the proximity
force approximation are close together. This is no surprise since the smallest aspect ratio
shown in the figure is still R/L ∼ 190. While the plasma lines show good agreement
with the experimental data, the discrepancy between the experimental results and the
lines corresponding to the Drude prescription is significant. We also note that there is a
small discrepancy between the experimental points and the lines based on the plasma
prescription at very small separations.
In Fig. 7.4b, we depict experimental data for a sphere of radiusR = 10.5µm. As this sphere
is considerably smaller, the smallest aspect ratio shown in this figure is only R/L ∼ 13.
As a consequence, the dashed and solid lines computed using the scattering formula and
within the PFA deviate as the separation increases. Again, the mismatch between the
experimental points and the Drude lines is considerable. The situation for the plasma
lines, however, is a bit more involved now. Like for the larger sphere, the PFA result using
the plasma prescription is in good agreement with the experimental data, but the exact
plasma line (solid red line) clearly deviates from the experimental data. The effect is most
pronounced at separations L ' 350 nm. For smaller separations the difference between
the exact result and the PFA result is small, and for larger separations the experimental
error makes a distinction difficult.
For the comparison, we used slightly different values for the plasma frequency and the
relaxation frequency than the ones obtained experimentally, cf. section 7.1. Even though
we have checked that the different parameters have a negligible influence on the force
gradient within the PFA, a more thorough comparison requires a recomputation of the
numerical data using the plasma frequency and the relaxation frequency obtained in the
experiment. Moreover, we did not consider the experimental errors here since we do not
have access to these data. Of course, a more detailed analysis must also consider the
experimental error.
It is puzzling why the PFA yields a better agreement than the exact result obtained using
the scattering formula. Since the experimental data are closer to the PFA result, this ex-
plains why the corrections to the PFA obtained using our numerics and in the experiment
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reported in Ref. [38] disagree. The results presented in this chapter imply that there is
a discrepancy between theory and experiment. This might be caused by experimental
errors or because the theoretical treatment neglects some important features present in
experiments.
We have ignored corrections due to the roughness of the sphere and the plate. From
Refs. [9, 163] one can estimate that the roughness correction is . 1% of the Casimir
pressure at L = 160 nm and decreases for larger separations. Also, while we assume a
full gold sphere in our numerical calculations, experiments use spheres that are coated
by 200 nm of gold [163]. Patch potentials and spatial nonlocality, i.e., a dielectric function
that also depends on the wave vector, are negligible for this experiment [163].
In conclusion, we have shown that the Drude prescription leads to a weaker violation of
the upper bound for the PFA correction derived experimentally in Ref. [38] than the dissi-
pationless plasma prescription. The PFA combined with the Drude prescription underes-
timates the experimental data for nonmagnetic materials, so that the correction calculated
here brings the Drude prediction even further away from the experimental results. When
taking the plasma prescription, the magnitude of the correction is significantly larger than
predicted experimentally. Moreover, we have shown that for the force gradient the PFA
yields better agreement with the experimental data than the exact results taking the sphere
curvature fully into account. This is puzzling since the PFA is only an approximation and
should yield a worse agreement than the results obtained within the scattering approach.
Our findings indicate that experiments probing the Casimir interaction beyond the PFA




In this thesis, we have studied the Casimir interaction in the experimentally important
geometry of a sphere and a plane. We have focused on the proximity force approximation
which has been exclusively used to analyze experiments in this geometry. Our results
can be divided in three parts: (i) the derivation of the proximity force approximation as
the first term in an asymptotic expansion, (ii) the extension of the numerics to aspect
ratios R/L ∼ 5000 used in typical experiments, and (iii) the comparison of the PFA with
numerical results and the computation of corrections to the PFA.
We have derived the proximity force approximation expression for the Casimir free energy
as the leading asymptotic result in the limit of large aspect ratios R/L. To leading order,
only the direct reflection term in the Debye expansion of the WKB Mie scattering ampli-
tudes contributes. The trace over a number of round-trip matrices has been evaluated
within the saddle-point approximation. The saddle point corresponds to the conservation
of the wave-vector component parallel to the plane. Therefore, the leading-order contribu-
tion results from specular reflection in the vicinity of the points of closest distance between
the sphere and the plane. Our derivation holds for arbitrary materials and temperatures.
As an important consequence, we find that no polarization mixing contributes to leading
order. From a more theoretical perspective, our results help understanding why local ap-
proaches such as the derivative expansion are capable of providing both the leading and
next-to-leading-order terms in several situations of interest.
The standard approach to calculating the Casimir free energy within the scattering ap-
proach has been plagued with ill-conditioned round-trip matrices resulting in numerical
difficulties. We have shown that these difficulties can be eliminated by a symmetrization
of the round-trip operator. Moreover, the determinant of the symmetrized round-trip op-
erator can be evaluated using a state-of-the-art algorithm suited for hierarchical matrices.
This significantly reduces the computational time and thus allows us to perform calcu-
lations in the experimentally relevant regime with aspect ratios up to R/L ∼ 5000, an
improvement of almost two orders of magnitude compared to the largest aspect ratios
treated so far [26].
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With large aspect ratios being numerically accessible, we have assessed the quality of
the PFA by determining its deviations from the exact result. For zero temperature, we
confirm the leading-order correction to the PFA which is linear in L/R. Commonly, it is
believed that the next-to-leading-order correction is either quadratic (L/R)2 or of the form
(L/R)n log(L/R), where n denotes an integer [100–102]. In contrast to this expectation, we
find that for perfect reflectors and metals described by the plasma and the Drude model,
the next-to-leading-order correction is proportional to (L/R)3/2. This suggests that for the
next-to-leading-order correction to the PFA non-local effects and/or the far side of the
sphere become important. As a consequence, the next-to-leading-order correction to the
PFA cannot be obtained within the framework of the derivative expansion.
Furthermore, we have compared numerically exact results obtained using the scattering
formula with the PFA for parameters corresponding to typical experiments. We have
shown that the dissipationless plasma prescription leads to a violation of the upper bound
for the PFA correction obtained experimentally in Ref. [38]. This could have been expected,
since dissipation is present in the gold coatings used in the experiment. However, all
experiments performed with coated microspheres with aspect ratios R/L ∼ 102 − 103
agree with the plasma prescription but not with the Drude prescription [9, 10, 39, 40, 42].
When taking the Drude prescription, the correction is smaller but still in violation of
the experimental bound for small distances between sphere and plane. Moreover, we
have directly compared our numerical results with the experimental data of Ref. [38].
While the plasma prescription within the proximity force approximation agrees well
with the experimental data, the exact results obtained within the scattering approach
deviate from the experimental data when the aspect ratio is rather small. Our results
suggest a discrepancy between Casimir experiments on the one hand, and the theoretical
description on the other hand. The theoretical results presented here, taking the sphere
curvature fully into account, indicate that experiments probing the Casimir interaction
beyond the PFA regime could provide new insight into the role of dissipation in Casimir
physics.
Our results leave room for future work. The derivation of the PFA using the plane-wave
basis can be applied to other geometries like the plane-cylinder geometry, and it can
be adapted to non-equilibrium situations like heat radiation or heat transfer [164]. In
addition, our method is a starting point to calculate analytical corrections to the PFA.
Moreover, the numerical evaluation of the Casimir interaction in the continuous plane-
wave basis using the Nyström method [110] might be a fast alternative to the approach
described here. Also, our numerical implementation can be used to compare exact results
with data obtained within the derivative expansion, thereby assessing the quality of the
approximation. Finally, our approach also opens the way to calculate exact results for
a variety of recent experiments with similar aspect ratios and different materials like





The spherical harmonics [91, §14.30.3]

















is a normalization constant and P` denotes the Legendre polynomial of degree `. The
factor (−1)m corresponds to the Condon-Shortley phase. The spherical harmonics form a
complete and orthonormal set of functions on the unit sphere.
In terms of the associated Legendre polynomials Pm` with the phase convention defined
in the next section, the spherical harmonics are given by







A.2 Associated Legendre polynomials
We define the associated Legendre polynomials as [138, p. 94]
Pm` (x) = (x




Our phase convention differs from the usual choice: We omit the Condon-Shortley phase
(−1)m and change the sign in the first term. This effectively introduces the phase factor
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(−i)m compared to the usual definition of the associated Legendre polynomials for exam-
ple employed by the NIST Digital Library of Mathematical Functions [91, §14.6.1]. The
definition (A.4) is well adapted for the case |x| ≥ 1.
The associated Legendre polynomials obey the recurrence relations [138, p. 94]
Pm` (x) = xP
m
`−1(x) + (`+m− 1)
√
x2 − 1Pm−1`−1 (x), (A.5a)
Pm` (x) = −
2(m− 1)√
x2 − 1




























(x2 − 1)m/2 . (A.6)









` (x) . (A.7)














We now briefly list some properties valid for x ≥ 1 that we will use in different parts of
the thesis:
1. The associated Legendre polynomials are real which follows from the definition
(A.4).
2. There are no zeros in the interval (1,∞) [91, §14.16].
3. The functions have either even or odd parity:
Pm` (−x) = (−1)`+mPm` (x) (A.9a)
Pm`
′(−x) = (−1)`+m+1Pm` ′(x) (A.9b)
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Pm` (x), m ≥ 0 (A.10)













6. Because of 1, 2 and 5
Pm` (x) ≥ 0 . (A.12)






which can be seen from (A.5c).
8. The first derivative is non-negative.
For ` = m:




= `xP `` (x)− (`+ `)P ``−1(x) = `xP `` (x) ≥ 0, (A.14)
and for ` > m
(x2 − 1)Pm` ′(x)
(A.5e)
















≥ Pm`−1(x)(`− 1−m) ≥ 0 .
(A.15)
9. From the definition (A.4) and from (A.12) follows that all derivatives of ordinary
Legendre polynomials are non-negative:
dm
dxm
P`(x) ≥ 0 (A.16)
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10. Derivatives at x = 1 for m = 0:





P ′′n (1) =
(n− 1)n(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
8
(A.17c)
P ′′′n (1) =






B.1 Signs of Mie coefficients





























where we have used the abbreviations
s
(a)


























The Mie coefficients are evaluated at x = ξR/c > 0, n =
√
ε(iξ) ≥ 1 denotes the refractive











` are positive, and that the signs of the
Mie coefficients are given by
sign(a`) = (−1)`, sign(b`) = (−1)`+1 . (B.4)
The modified Bessel functions of the first kind Iν(x) and of the second kind Kν(x) are
positive for x > 0. Therefore, s(c)` is positive. Using the Mittag-Leffler expansion [166] the
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Here, Jν,k denotes the kth zero of the ordinary Bessel function Jν(x). The derivative of
(B.5) is given by
d
dx






















> 0 . (B.7)
The function gν(x) obtains its minimum at x = 0. From the limiting form when ν is fixed











gν(x) = 2(ν + 1) . (B.9)
Therefore, gν(x) is bounded from below by
gν(x) ≥ 2(ν + 1), (B.10)















is positive, as gν(nx) ≥ gν(x) for n ≥ 1. The ratio gν(nx)/gν(x) is also a strictly monotoni-












< n . (B.12)
This gives the estimate
ngν(x) ≥ gν(nx) . (B.13)
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≥ I`+1/2(nx)I`+1/2(x)(n− 1) [n(2`+ 1)− `(n+ 1)]
= I`+1/2(nx)I`+1/2(x)(n− 1)(`n+ n− `)
≥ I`+1/2(nx)I`+1/2(x)(n− 1)2` ≥ 0
(B.14)
In both cases, the numerator vanishes for n = 1 as expected.
B.2 Inequality for associated Legendre polynomials of the Turán
type
For x ≥ 1 and ` ≥ m > 0 the associated Legendre polynomials satisfy the inequality
[Pm` (x)]
2 − Pm+1` (x)Pm−1` (x) ≥ 0 . (B.15)
Proof:
The ratio of two associated Legendre polynomials of the same degree and order m and























(`−m− k + 1)(`+m+ k),
yk = (m+ k)x .
(B.17)











With the choice c0 = 1/x0, c1 = 1/(c0x1), c2 = 1/(c1x2), c3 = 1/(c2x3), . . . , the continued











4 , . . . ] (B.19)
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where am0 = 0 and a
m
n = cn−1yn−1. The continued fractions qm(x) and qm+1(x) differ at
index n = 1:







(`−m+ 1)(`+m) < a
m+1
1 (B.20)







After rearrangement the conjecture follows.
B.3 Determinant of block matrices








































B.4 Derivatives of addition theorems for spherical harmonics
Here, we derive some addition theorems for the derivatives of spherical harmonics. These
addition theorems are needed to derive the matrix elements of the reflection operatorRS
at the sphere in the plane-wave basis in appendix C.








` (z2) cos(mϕ) (B.24)
with




z22 − 1 cosϕ (B.25)
where we use the phase convention defined in appendix A.2 for the associated Legendre
polynomials. With z1 = cosϑ, z2 = cosϑ, z = cos Θ, and ϕ = ϕ2−ϕ1, the addition theorem









` (ϑ2, ϕ2) . (B.26)
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2 − 1)P ′′` (z) + zP ′`(z), (B.27b)
familiar from the theory of Mie scattering. The definition of the angle functions π` and τ`
is identical to the definition of Bohren, Huffman [111]. With (B.27), the derivatives of the
Legendre polynomials can be expressed as
P ′`(z) = π`(z), (B.28a)
P ′′` (z) =
τ`(z)− zπ`(z)
z2 − 1 . (B.28b)



























































dY m` (ϑ2, ϕ2)
dϑ2
= Dτ`(z) + Cπ`(z) (B.29d)
Here, we have introduced the abbreviations
















z2 − 1 sinϕ, (B.30c)
D =
z2z − z1
z2 − 1 sinϕ . (B.30d)
The addition theorems (B.29) coincide with a derivation by Winch and Roberts [167] for





Matrix elements ofRS in the
plane-wave basis
Here, we derive the matrix elements of the reflection operator RS at the sphere in the
plane-wave basis. In the plane-sphere geometry, due to rotational symmetry, the z-axis
is distinguished. Consequently, we chose the polarization vectors {ε̂TE, ε̂TM} in (2.27)
such that the z-component of the electric field vanishes for TE polarization and the z-
component of the magnetic field vanishes for TM polarization, respectively. Another dis-
tinguished polarization basis is defined by the scattering plane spanned by the incident
and reflected wave vectors. Using this polarization basis, the reflection at the sphere sim-
plifies. Then, the matrix elements ofRS can be obtained by exploiting relations between
the two polarization bases as carried out in appendix A of Ref. [108]. Here, we use a differ-
ent approach: We derive the matrix elements ofRS using the change of matrix elements
(D.1).
The reflection operatorRS is diagonal in the multipole basis (cf. section 4.1)
〈`,m, P, s|RS|`′,m′, P ′, s′〉 = δ``′δmm′δPP ′δs,outδs′,regr(S)`,P , (C.1)
where the scattering amplitudes r(S)`,P are related to the Mie coefficients by a` = −r
(S)
`,E
and b` = −r(S)`,M [111]. We consider an incident plane wave |ki, pi,+〉 propagating in +z-
direction. Projecting the plane wave on spherical waves, evaluating the scattering operator
RS in the multipole basis, and then projecting the spherical waves back to a plane wave
propagating in −z-direction yields














a` 〈kj , pj ,−|`,m,E, out〉 〈`,m,E, reg|ki, pi,+〉
+ b` 〈kj , pj ,−|`,m,M, out〉 〈`,m,M, reg|ki, pi,+〉
]
. (C.2)
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Inserting the matrix elements (D.1) implementing the change between multipole and
plane-wave basis yields:














































The summation over m can be evaluated using the addition theorems (B.29) for spherical
harmonics. Then, the matrix elements of the reflection operator at the sphere in the plane-
wave basis read
〈kj ,TM,−|RS|ki,TM,+〉 = +2π
c
ξκj
(AS2 +BS1) , (C.4a)
〈kj ,TE,−|RS|ki,TE,+〉 = +2π
c
ξκj
(AS1 +BS2) , (C.4b)
〈kj ,TM,−|RS|ki,TE,+〉 = −2π
c
ξκj
(CS1 +DS2) , (C.4c)
〈kj ,TE,−|RS|ki,TM,+〉 = +2π
c
ξκj
(CS2 +DS1) , (C.4d)




κiκj + kikj cosϕ
)(




κiκj + kikj cosϕ
)2 , (C.5a)























κiκj + kikj cosϕ
)2 sinϕ . (C.5d)
The Mie scattering amplitudes S1 and S2 are defined in (3.13). The angle functions π` and
τ` defined in (3.15) are evaluated at
z = − c
2
ξ2
(κ1κ2 + k1k2 cosϕ) . (C.6)
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For incident plane waves propagating in −z-direction, the matrix elements read
〈kj ,TM,+|RS|ki,TM,−〉 = 〈kj ,TM,−|RS|ki,TM,+〉 , (C.7a)
〈kj ,TE,+|RS|ki,TE,−〉 = 〈kj ,TE,−|RS|ki,TE,+〉 , (C.7b)
〈kj ,TM,+|RS|ki,TE,−〉 = −〈kj ,TM,−|RS|ki,TE,+〉 , (C.7c)




Change of basis matrix elements
The matrix elements implementing the change from the plane-wave basis to the multipole
basis and vice versa are given by Eqs. (A.29) and (A.38) in Ref. [115]














k , ϕ), (D.1a)












k ,−ϕ) . (D.1b)
Here, we associate p = 1 (p = 2) to TE (TM) and P = 1 (P = 2) to E (M). The label reg
denotes regular modes, and out denotes outgoing waves.
Explicit expressions for the change from the plane-wave basis to the multipole basis at
imaginary frequency are given by
































〈k,TE,±|`,m,E, out〉 = i 〈k,TM,±|`,m,M〉 , (D.2c)
〈k,TM,±|`,m,E, out〉 = −i 〈k,TE,±|`,m,M〉 , (D.2d)
and for the change from the multipole basis to the plane-wave basis by





























〈`,m,E, reg|k,TE,±〉 = −i 〈`,m,M|k,TM,±〉 , (D.3c)
〈`,m,E, reg|k,TM,±〉 = i 〈`,m,M|k,TE,±〉 . (D.3d)
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Here, we have used once more the phase convention described in appendix A.2 for the
associated Legendre polynomials. The coefficients Nm` are defined in (A.2).
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c speed of light in vacuum 299 792 458 m/s
~ reduced Planck constant 1.054571800× 10−34 Js = 6.582119514× 10−16 eVs/rad
kB Boltzmann constant 1.38064852× 10−23 J/K
ε0 vacuum permittivity (µ0c2)−1 = 8.854187817620× 10−12 F/m
µ0 vacuum permeability 4π × 10−7 H/m = 1.25663706× 10−6 H/m
Special functions
Iν(x) modified Bessel function of the first kind [91, §10.25]
Kν(x) modified Bessel function of the second kind [91, §10.25]
Lis(x) polylogarithm of order s [91, §25.12]
P`(x) ordinary Legendre polynomial, see appendix A.2
Pm` (x) associated Legendre polynomial, see appendix A.2
Y m` (θ, ϕ) spherical harmonics, see appendix A.1
Γ(z) Gamma function, Γ(n) = (n− 1)! [91, §5.2]
ζ(s) Riemann zeta function [91, §25.2]
Calligraphic symbols
F Casimir free energy, see section 2.8
L center-to-plate separation in the plane-sphere geometry, L = L+R, cf. Fig 3.1
M round-trip operator, see section 2.8
M̂ symmetrized round-trip operator in the plane-sphere geometry, see section 4.2
RP reflection operator at the plane, see section 2.4
RS reflection operator at the sphere, see sections 3.3 and 4.1
T translation operator, see section 2.3
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Greek symbols
γ relaxation frequency in the Drude model, see section 2.5
ε(ω) dielectric function, see sections 2.5 and 2.6
ε̂p polarization vector in the plane-wave basis, see section 2.2
η accuracy due to the truncation of the vector space, see section 5.5
κ κ = (ξ2/c2 + k2)1/2, see section 2.2
Λm`1`2 normalization coefficient, see (4.18)
λP plasma wavelength, λP = 2πc/ωP
λT thermal wavelength, λT = ~c/(kBT )
ξ imaginary frequency
ξn nth Matsubara frequency, ξn = 2πnkBT/~
π`, τ` angular functions, see section 3.3
φ direction of propagation in the z-direction, see section 2.2
ω (angular) frequency
ωP plasma frequency, see section 2.5
Latin symbols
a`, b` Mie coefficients, see sections 3.3 and 4.1
E Casimir energy, E = F(T = 0)
F, F ′ Casimir force, F = −∂F/∂L, and force gradient, F ′ = −∂2F/∂L2
K wave vector, K = (Kx,Ky,Kz)
K length of the wave vector K, K = |K|
k projection of the wave vector K onto x-y plane, k = (Kx,Ky, 0)
k length of vector k, k = |k|
kz modulus of the wave vector’s z-component, kz = |Kz|
L separation between plane and sphere, cf. Fig 3.1
` azimuthal quantum number, see section 4.1
E,M electric and magnetic multipole waves, see section 4.1
m magnetic quantum number, see section 4.1
Nm` normalization coefficient for spherical harmonics, see (A.2)
P polarization in the multipole basis, see section 4.1
p polarization in the plane-wave basis, see section 2.2
R radius of the sphere, cf. Fig 3.1
rp Fresnel coefficient, see section 2.4
S1, S2 Mie scattering amplitude, see (3.13)
T temperature
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